
CHAPTER 4

Graphics

The graphics operators used in PDF content streams describe the appearance of

pages that are to be reproduced on a raster output device. The facilities described

in this chapter are intended for both printer and display applications,

The graphics operators form six main groups:

0 Graphics state operators manipulate the data structure called the graphics state,

the global framework within which the other graphics operators execute, The

graphics state includes the current transformation matrix (CTM), which maps

user space coordinates used within a PDF content stream into output device

coordinates. It also includes the current color, the current clipping path, and

many other parameters that are implicit operands ofthe painting operators.

0 Path construction operators specify paths, which define shapes. line trajectories.

and regions of various sorts. They include operators for beginning a new path,

adding line segments and curves to it, and closing it.

o Pnlhvpainting operators till a path with a color, paint a stroke along it, or use it

as a clipping boundary.

- Other painting operators paint certain self-describing graphics objects. These

include sampled images, geometrically defined shadings, and entire content

streams that in turn contain sequences ofgraphics operators.

- Text operators select and show characterglyphs fromfonts (descriptions oftype-
faces for representing text characters). Because PDF treats glyphs as general

graphical shapes, many ofthe text operators could be grouped with the graph-
ics state or painting operators. However, the data structures and mechanisms

for dealing with glyph and font descriptions are sufficiently specialized that

Chapter 5 focuses on them.
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0 Marked-content operators associate higher-level logical information with ob-

jects in the content stream. This information does not affect the rendered ap-

pearance of the content (although it may determine if the content should be

presented at all; see Section 4.10. “Optional Content"); it is useful to applica-
tions that use PDF for document interchange. Marked content is described in

Section 10.5, “Marked Content.”

This chapter presents general information about device-independent graphics in

PDF: how a PDF content stream describes the abstract appearance of a page.

Rendering—the deviceedependent part ofgtaphics—is covered in Chapter 6. The

Bibliography lists a number of books that give details of these computer graphics
concepts and their implementation.

Graphics Objects

As discussed in Section 3.7.1, ”Content Streams," the data in a content stream is

interpreted as a sequence of operators and their operands, expressed as basic data

objects according to standard PDF syntax. A content stream can describe the

appearance of a page, or it can be treated as a graphical element in certain other

contexts.

The operands and operators are written sequentially using postt'ix notation.

Although this notation resembles the sequential execution model of the Post-

Script language, a PDF content stream is not a program to be interpreted; rather,
it is a static description ofa sequence ofgraphics objects. There are specific rules,
described below, for writing the operands and operators that describe a graphics
object.

PDF provides five types of graphics objects:

0 A path object is an arbitrary shape made up of straight lines, rectangles, and

cubic Be’zier curves. A path may intersect itself and may have disconnected

sections and holes. A path object ends with one or more painting operators that

specify whether the path is stroked, filled, used as a clipping boundary, or some

combination of these operations,

0 A text object consists ofone or more character strings that identify sequences of

glyphs to be painted. Like a path, text can be stroked, filled, or used as a clip-
ping boundary.
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. An external abject (XObject) is an object defined outside the content stream

and referenced as a named resource (see Section 3.7.2, “Resource Diction-

aries"). The interpretation ofan XObject depends on its type. An image XOb-

jet! defines a rectangular array ofcolor samples to be painted: aform XObject is

an entire content stream to be treated as a single graphics object. Specialized
types of form XObjects are used to import content from one PDF file into an-

other (reference XObjects) and to group graphical elements together as a unit

for various purposes (group XObjecls). In particular. the latter are used to de-

fine transparency groups for use in the transparent imaging model (transparen-
cy group XObjects. discussed in detail in Chapter 7). There is also a PustScripl
XObjecl, whose use is discouraged

0 An inline image object uses a special syntax to express the data for a small image
directly within the content stream,

- A shading abject describes a geometric shape whose color is an arbitrary func-

tion of position within the shape. (A shading can also be treated as a color

when painting other graphics objects; it is not considered to be a separate

graphics object in that case.)

PDF 13 and earlier versions use an opaque imaging model in which each graphics
object is painted in sequence, completely obscuring any previous marks it may

overlay on the page. PDF 1.4 introduces a transparent imaging model in which ob-

jects can be less than fully opaque, allowing previously painted marks to show

through. Each object is painted on the page with a specified opacity, which may

be constant at every point within the object's shape or may vary from point to

points The previously existing contents of the page form a backdrop with which

the new object is campasited, producing results that combine the colors of the

object and backdrop according to their respective opacity characteristics. The ob-

jects at any given point on the page can be thought of as forming a transparency

slack, where the stacking order is defined to be the order in which the objects are

specified, bottommost object first. All objects in the stack can potentially contrib-

ute to the result, depending on their colors, shapes, and opacities.

PDF's graphics parameters are so arranged that objects are painted by default

with full opacity, reducing the behavior of the transparent imaging model to that

of the opaque models Accordingly, the material in this chapter applies to both the

opaque and transparent models except where explicitly stated otherwise; the

transparent model is described in its full generality in Chapter 7.
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Although the painting behavior described above is often attributed to individual

operators making up an object. it is always the object as a whole that is painted.

Figure 41 shows the ordering rules for the operations that define graphics

objects. Some operations are permitted only in certain types of graphics objects
or in the intervals between graphics objects (called the page description level in

the figure) Every content stream begins at the page description level, where

changes can be made to the graphics state, such as colors and text attributes. as

discussed in the following sections.

In the figure, arrows indicate the operators that mark the beginning or end of

each type of graphics object. Some operators are identified individually, others by

general category Table 4.] summarizes these categories for all PDF operators.

 

TABLE 4.1 Operator categories
 

 

CATEGORY OPERATORS TABLE PAGE

General graphics state w,J.j. M, d. ri. I. gs 457 219

Special graphics stale q. Q. (m 4.7 219

Path construction in. I, c. v. y. h. re 43 226

Path painting 5, s, r, r, r, a. 5-, b, b“. n 4.10 230

Clipping paths W. W' 4.11 235

Text objects Br, er 5.4 405

Text state Tc, Tw, T1. TL. Ti, Tr, Ts 5.2 3933

Text positioning rd. ro. Tm, r- 5.5 406

Text showing T]. U. ‘.
"

5‘6 407

Type 3 fonts d0. d] 5.10 423

Color C5. cs, SC, SCN, 5c, sen, G, 9. RG, rg, K, k 4.24 287

Shading patterns sh 4.27 303

Inline images Bl. ID, El 4.42 352

XObjccts Do 4.37 332

Marked content MP. DP, BMC. EDC, EMC [0.7 851

Compatibility BX, EX 3.29 152
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For example, the path construction operators m and re signal the beginning ofa

path object Inside the path object, additional path construction operators are

permitted, as are the clipping path operators W and W‘, but not general graphics
state operators such as w or J. A path-painting operator, such as S or f. ends the

path object and returns to the page description level.

Note: A content stream whose operations violate these rulesfor describing graphics
objects can produce unpredictable behavior, even though it may display and print

correctly Applications that attempt to extract graphics objects for editing or other

purposes depend on the objects' being wellformed The rules for graphics objects are

also important for the proper interpretation of marked content (see Section 10.5,

“Marked Content").

A graphics object also implicitly includes all graphics state parameters that affect

its behavior. For instance, a path object depends on the value ofthe current color

parameter at the moment the path object is defined The effect is as ifthis param»

eter were specified as part of the definition ofthe path object. However, the oper-

ators that are invoked at the page description level to set graphics state

parameters are not considered to belong to any particular graphics object. Graph-
ics state parameters need to be specified only when they change. A graphics

object may depend on parameters that were defined much earlier,

Similarly, the individual character strings within a text object implicitly include

the graphics state parameters on which they depend. Most of these parameters

may be set inside or outside the text object. The effect is as ifthey were separately
specified for each text string

The important point is that there is no semantic significance to the exact arrange-

ment ofgraphics state operators. An application that reads and writes a PDF con—

tent stream is not required to preserve this arrangement, but is free to change it to

any other arrangement that achieves the same values ofthc relevant graphics state

parameters for each graphics object An application should not infer any higher-
level logical semantics from the arrangement of tokens constituting a graphics

object. A separate mechanism, marked content (see Section 105, “Marked Con‘

tent"), allows such higher-level information to be explicitly associated with the

graphics objects.
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4.2 Coordinate Systems

4.2.1

Coordinate systems define the canvas on which all painting occurs. They deter-

mine the position, orientation, and size of the text, graphics, and images that

appear on a page. This section describes each of the coordinate systems used in

PDF, how they are related, and how transformations among them are specified.

Note: The coordinate systems discussed in this section apply to two-dimensional

graphics. PDF 1.6 introduces the ability to display 3D artwork. in which objects are

described in a thrcerdimensional coordinate system, as described in Section 9.5.4.

“Coordinate Systems for 3D."

Coordinate Spaces

Paths and positions are defined in terms ofpairs of coordinates on the Cartesian

plane. A coordinate pair is a pair of real numbers x and y that locate a point hori-

zontally and vertically within a two-dimensional coordinate space. A coordinate

space is determined by the following properties with respect to the current page:

. The location ofthe origin

I The orientation ofthe x andy axes

I The lengths ofthe units along each axis

PDF defines several coordinate spaces in which the coordinates specifying graph-

ics objects are interpreted. The following sections describe these Spaces and the

relationships among them.

Transformations among coordinate spaces are defined by transformation matri-

cfl, which can specify any linear mapping of two-dimensional coordinates, in-

cluding translation, scaling, rotation, reflection, and skewing. Transformation

matrices are discussed in Sections 42.2, “Common Transformations,” and 4.2.3,

“Transformation Matrices."

Device Space

The contents ofa page ultimately appear on a raster output device such as a dis-

play or a printer. Such devices vary greatly in the built-in coordinate systems they

use to address pixels within their imageable areas. A particular device’s coordi-
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nate system is called its device space, The origin of the device space on different

devices can fall in different places on the output page; on displays, the origin can

vary depending on the window system, Because the paper or other output me~

dium moves through different primers and imagesetters in different directions,
the axes of their device spaces may be oriented differently For instance, vertical

(y) coordinates may increase from the top of the page to the bottom on some

devices and from bottom to top on others. Finally. different devices have different

resolutions; some even have resolutions that differ in the horizontal and vertical

directions

If coordinates in a PDF file were specified in device space, the file would be

device—dependent and would appear differently on different devices, For exam-

ple, images specified in the typical device spaces of a 72-pixcl»per-inch display
and a 600-dot-per»inch printer would differ in size by more than a factor of 8; an

8»inch line segment on the display would appear less than 1 inch long on the

printer. Figure 4.2 shows how the same graphics object. specified in device space,
can appear drastically different when rendered on different output devices,

 

H ,

Device space for Device spacelor
727dpi screen 3011-de printer

 

FIGURE 4.2 Device Sprite

User Space

To avoid the device-dependent effects of specifying objects in device space, PDF

defines a device-independent coordinate system that always bears the same rela-

tionship to the current page, regardless ofthe output device on which printing or

displaying occurs. This device-independent coordinate system is called user

space.
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The user space coordinate system is initialized to a default state for each page ofa

document. The CropBox entry in the page dictionary specifies the rectangle of

user space corresponding to the visible area of the intended output medium (dis-

play window or printed page). The positive x axis extends horizontally to the

right and the positivey axis vertically upward. as in standard mathematical prac-
tice (subject to alteration by the Rotate entry in the page dictionary). The length
ofa unit along both the): and}! axes is set by the UserUnit entry (PDF 1.6) in the

page dictionary (see Table 3.27). Ifthat entry is not present or supported, the de»

fault value of 1/72 inch is used. This coordinate system is called default user space.

Note: In PostScript, the origin ofdefault user space always corresponds to the lower—

left corner of the output medium While this convention is common in PDF docu-

menls as well. it is not required; the page dictionary’s Crapon entry can specifi/ any
rectangle ofdefault user space to be made visible on the medium.

Note: The defaultfor the size ofthe unit in default user space {M2 inch) is approx-

imately the same as a point, a unit widely used in the printing industry. It is not ex-

actly the same, however; there is no universal definition afa paint,

Conceptually, user space is an infinite plane. Only a small portion of this plane

corresponds to the imageable area of the output device: a rectangular region de-

fined by the CropBox entry in the page dictionary. The region of default user

space that is viewed or printed can be different for each page and is described in

Section 10.10,], “Page Boundaries.”

Note: Because coordinates in user space (as in any other coordinate space) may be

specified as either integers or real numbers, the unit size in default user space does

not constrain positions to any arbitrary grid. The resolution of coordinates in user

space is not related in any way to the resolution ofpixels in device space,

The transformation from user space to device space is defined by the current

transformation matrix (CTM), an element of the PDF graphics state (see Section

4,3, “Graphics State"). A PDF consumer application can adjust the CTM for the

native resolution of a particular output device, maintm'ning the device-

independence of the PDF page description. Figure 4.3 shows how this allows an

object specified in user space to appear the same regardless of the device on

which it is rendered.

The default user space provides a consistent, dependable starting place for PDF

page descriptions regardless of the output device used. If necessary, a PDF con-
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tent stream may modify user space to be more suitable to its needs by applying
the coordinate transfommtian operator, cm (see Section 433, “Graphics State Op-
erators”). Thus, what may appear to be absolute coordinates in a content stream

are not absolute with respect to the current page because they are expressed in a

coordinate system that may slide around and shrink or expand. Coordinate sys-

tem transformation not only enhances device-independence but is a useful tool

in its own right For example, a content stream originally composed to occupy an

entire page can be incorporated without change as an element of another page by
shrinking the coordinate system in which it is drawn.

 

H

Device Space for

72 -dpl screen

Ell cw

Use! space  
Device space (or

aoo-dpi printer   
FIGURE 4.3 Userspace
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Other Coordinate Spaces

In addition to device space and user space, PDF uses a variety ofother coordinate

spaces for specialized purposes:

I The coordinates oftext are specified in text space, The transformation from text

space to user space is defined by a text matrix in combination with several text-

related parameters in the graphics state (see Section 5.3.1, "Text-Positioning
Operators")

0 Character glyphs in a font are defined in glyph space (see Section 5.1.3, “Glyph
Positioning and Metrics") The transformation from glyph space to text space

is defined by thefvnt matrix, For most types of fonts, this matrix is predefined
to map 1000 units ofglyph space to 1 unit of text space; for Type 3 fonts. the

font matrix is given explicitly in the font dictionary (see Section 5.5.4, “Type 3

Fonts").

I All sampled images are defined in image space. The transformation from image

space to user space is predefined and cannot be changed.AW
wide by 1 unit high in user space. regardless of the number of samples in the

image. To be painted. an image is mapped to a region ofthe page by temporari-

ly altering the CTM,

Note: In PastScripl. unlike PDF. the relationship between image space and user

space can be specified explicitly. Thefixed transformation prescribed in PDF cor-

responds to the convention that is rccommendedfor use in PastScript.

- A form XObject (discussed in Section 4.9, “Form XObjects") is a self-contained

content stream that can be treated as a graphical element within another con-

tent stream. The space in which it is defined is called form space. The transfor-

mation from form space to user space is specified by afann matrix contained

in the form XObject.

a PDF 1,2 defines a type of color known as a pattern. discussed in Section 4.6,

“Patterns." A pattern is defined either by a content stream that is invoked

repeatedly to tile an area or by a shading whose color is a function of position.
The space in which a pattern is defined is called pattern space, The transforma-

tion From pattern space to user space is specified by a pattern matrix contained

in the pattern,

0 PDF 1.6 introduces embedded 3D artwork. which is described in three—dimen.

sional coordinates (see Section 9.5.4, "Coordinate Systems for 3D") that are
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projected into an annotation's target coordinate system (see Section 9.5.1, “3D

Annotations").

Relationships among Coordinate Spaces

Figure 4.4 shows the relationships among the coordinate spaces described above.

Each arrow in the figure represents a transformation from one coordinate space

to anothen PDF allows modifications to many of these transformations.

Because PDF coordinate spaces are defined relative to one another, changes made
to one transformation can affect the appearance of objects defined in several

coordinate spaces. For example, a change in the CTM, which defines the trans-

formation from user space to device space, affects forms, text, images, and pat-
terns, since they are all upstream from user space,

Common Transformations

A transformation matrix specifies the relationship between two coordinate spacA

es. By modifying a transformation matrix, objects can be scaled, rotated, translat-

ed, or transformed in other ways.
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FIGURE 4.4 Rehnonships uniting coordinate systems
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A transformation matrix in PDF is specified by six numbers, usually in the form

of an array containing six elements. In its most general form, this array is denoted

[a b c d e f]; it can represent any linear transformation from one coordinate

system to another. This section lists the arrays that specify the most common

transformations; Section 4.2.3, “Transformation Matrices:1 discusses more math-

ematical details oftransformations, including information on specifying transfor-

mations that are combinations ofthose listed here:

- Translations are specified as [1 0 O 1 tx ty], where t)( and ty are the distances

to translate the origin of the coordinate system in the horizontal and vertical

dimensions, respectively.

- Scaling is obtained by [5X 0 0 5y 0 0]. This scales the coordinates so that 1

unit in the horizontal and vertical dimensions ofthe new coordinate system is

the same size as 5" and 5,, units, respectively, in the previous coordinate system.

I Rotations are produced by [cos 0 sin 9 —sin 6 cos 6 0 0], which has the effect

of rotating the coordinate system axes by an angle €counterclockwise.

- Skew is specified by [1 tan a tan ,5 1 0 0], which skews the x axis by an angle
(land the y axis by an angle 3

Figure 4.5 shows examples of each transformation. The directions of translation,

rotation, and skew shown in the figure correspond to positive values of the array

elements.

 

 
 

fx  
Translation Scaling Rotation   

FIGURE 4.5 Efl'ects ofcoordinate transfummlions
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If several transformations are combined, the order in which they are applied is

significant. For example, first scaling and then translating the x axis is not the

same as first translating and then scaling iti In general, to obtain the expected
results, transformations should be done in the following order:

1. Translate

2i Rotate

3. Scale or skew

Figure 4,6 shows the effect ofthe order in which transformations are applied. The

figure shows two sequences of transformations applied to a coordinate system.
After each successive transformation, an outline of the letter n is drawn.
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FIGURE 4.6 Eflzrl oflmnsfnrmnlion order
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The following transformations are shown in the figure:

0 A translation of 10 units in the x direction and 20 units in the y direction

o A rotation of30 degrees

0 A scaling by a factor of 3 in the x direction

In the figure. the axes are shown with a dash pattern having a 2-unit dash and a

z-unit gap. In addition, the original (untransformed) axes are shown in a lighter
color for reference. Notice that the scale-rotate-translate ordering results in a

distortion of the coordinate system, leaving the xandy axes no longer perpendic-
ular; the recommended translate-rotate-scale ordering results in no distonion.

Transformation Matrices

This section discusses the mathematics of transformation matrices. It is not

necessary to read this section to use the transformations described previously;
the information is presented for the benefit of readers who want to gain a deeper

understanding of the theoretical basis ofcoordinate transformations.

To understand the mathematics of coordinate transformations in PDF, it is vital

to remember two points:

- Transformations alter coordinate systems, not graphics objects. All objects paint-

ed before a transformation is applied are unaffected by the transformation. Ob-

jects painted after the transformation is applied are interpreted in the

transformed coordinate system.

0 Transformation matrices Specrfii the transformation fiom the new (transformed)
coordinate system to the original (untransfonned) coordinate system. All coor-

dinates used after the transformation are expressed in the transformed coordi»

nate system. PDF applies the transformation matrix to find the equivalent

coordinates in the untransformed coordinate system.

Note.- Many computer graphics textbooks consider transformations ofgraphics ob-

ject: rather than ofcoordinate systems. Although either approach is correct and self-

consistent, some details of the calculations difi'er depending on which point of view

is taken.
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PDF represents coordinates in a two-dimensional space. The point (x,y) in such

a space can be expressed in vector form as [x y 1]. The constant third element of

this vector (1) is needed so that the vector can be used with 3»by»3 matrices in the

calculations described below.

The transformation between two coordinate systems is represented by a 3-by-3
transformation matrix written as follows:

a b 0

c d 0

e f 1

Because a transformation matrix has only six elements that can be changed, it is

usually specified in PDF as the six-element array [a b c d 2 fl.

Coordinate transformations are expressed as matrix multiplications:

[X’y’ll =lxy1] x

«no Hoe
b

d

f

Because PDF transformation matrices specify the conversion from the trans

formed coordinate system to the original (untransformed) coordinate system, x'

and y' in this equation are the coordinates in the untransformed coordinate sys

tem, and x and y are the coordinates in the transformed system. The multiplica—
tion is carried out as follows:

x
=

uxx+c><y+2

y’ = bxx+d><y+f

If a series of transformations is carried out, the matrices representing each of the

individual transformations can be multiplied together to produce a single equiva-
lent matrix representing the composite transformation.

Matrix multiplication is not commutative—the order in which matrices are mul-

tiplied is significant. Consider a sequence of two transformations: a scaling trans-

formation applied to the user space coordinate system, followed by a conversion

from the resulting scaled user space to device space. Let M5 be the matrix specify-

ing the scaling and MC the current transformation matrix, which transforms user
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space to device space, Recalling that coordinates are always specified in the trans-

formed space, the correct order of transformations must first convert the scaled

coordinates to default user space and then the default user space coordinates to

device space This can be expressed as

XD
=

XUXMC
=

(Xs><MS)><Mc
=

sz(MstC)

where

X1) denotes the coordinates in device space

XU denotes the coordinates in default user space

XS denotes the coordinates in scaled user space

This shows that when a new transformation is concatenated with an existing one,

the matrix representing it must be multiplied before (premultiplied with) the

existing transformation matrix.

This result is true in general for PDF: when a sequence of transformations is car-

ried out, the matrix representing the combined transformation (M’) is calculated

by premultiplying the matrix representing the additional transformation (MT)
with the one representing all previously existing transformations (M):

M’ :

MTXM

Note: When rendering graphics objects, it is sometimes necessary for an application
to perform the inverse of a transformation—that is. tofind the user space coordi~

notes that correspond to a given pair of device space coordinates. Not all transfor-
mations are invertible, however. For example, [fa matrix contains a, b, c, and d

elements that are all zero, all user coordinates map to the same device coordinates

and there is no unique inverse transformation Such noninvertible transformations
are not very useful and generally arisefrom unintended operations, such as scaling

by 0. Use ofa noninvertiblc matrix when pointinggmphirs objects can result in un-

predictable behavior.
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4.3 Graphics State

A PDF consumer application maintains an internal data structure called the

graphics state that holds current graphics control parameters, These parameters
define the global framework within which the graphics operators execute. For ex-

ample. the f (fill) operator implicitly uses the current color parameter. and the 5

(stroke) operator additionally uses the current line width parameter from the

graphics state.

The graphics state is inirialized at the beginning of each page with the values

specified in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Table 42 lists those graphics state parameters that

are device-independent and are appropriate to specify in page descriptions The

parameters listed in Table 4.3 control details of the rendering (scan conversion)

process and are device-dependent; a page description that is intended to be de-

vice-independent should not modify these parameters.

 

PARAMETER

CTM

clipping path

TABLE 4.2 Device-Independent graphics state parameters

TVPE

array

(internal)

VALUE

The current transformation matrix. which maps positions from user

coordinates to device coordinates (see Section 4.2, “Coordinate Sys-
tems"). This matrix is modified by each application ofthe coordia

nate transformation operator. cm. Initial value: a matrix that

transforms default user coordinates to device coordinates.

The current clipping path. which defines the boundary against
which all output is to be cropped (see Section 4.43, "Clipping Path

Operators"). Initial value: the boundary of the entire image-able
ponion ofthe output page.

The current color space in which color values are to be interpretedcolor space name or array

(see Section 4.5. “Color Spaces”), There are two separate color space

parameters: one for stroking and one for all other painting opera-

tions. Initial value: DeviceGray.

color (various) The current colorto be used during painting operations (see Section

4.5. “Color Spaces"). The type and interpretation of this parameter

depend on the current color space; for most color spaces, a color

value consists ofone to {our numbers, There are two separate color

parameters: one for stroking and one for all other painting opera-

tions. initial value: black.
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PARAMETER TYPE VALUE
 

text state

line width

uneCip

linc join

miter limit

dash pattern

rendering intent

stroke adjustment

blend mode

(various)

number

integer

integer

number

array and number

name

boolean

name or array

A set of nine graphics state parameters that pertain only to the

painting oftextt These include parameters that select the font, scale

the glyphs to an appropriate size. and accomplish other efiects. The

text state parameters are described In Section 5.2. “Text State

Parameters and Operators."

The thickness, in user space units. of paths to be stroked (see “Linc

Width" on page 215). Initial value: L0.

A code specifying the shape ofthe endpoints for any open path that

is stroked (see “Line Cap Style" on page 216), Initial value: 0. for

square butt caps.

A code specifying the shape ofjoints between connected segments
ofa stroked path (see “Line loin Style“ on page Zlé). Initial value: 0.

for mitered joins‘

The maximum length of mitered line joins for stroked paths (see

“Miter Limit" on page 217). This parameter limits the length of

“spikes“ produced when line segments join at sharp angles. Initial

value: 10.0. for a miter cutoff below approximately ILS degrees.

A description ofthe dash pattern to he used when paths are stroked

(see “Linc Dash Pattern" on page 217), Initial value: a solid line.

The rendering intent to be used when converting CIE~bascd colors

to device colors [see “Rendering Intents" on page 260). Initial value:

ReiatlveColorlmetrlt.

(PDF 1.2) A tlag specifying whether to compensate for possible ms-

terization effects when stroking a path with a line width that is

small relative to the pixel resolution of the output device (see Sec-

tion 6.5.4, “Automatic Stroke Adjustment"). Note that this is consid—

ered a device-independent parameter. even though the details of its

effects are device-dependent, Initial value: false.

(PDF 1.4) The current blend mode to be used in the transparent

imaging model (see Sections 7.2.4, “Blend Mode,“ and 7.51, “Speci-

fying Blending Color Space and Blend Mode"). This parameter is

implicitly reset to its initial value at the beginning of execution ofa

transparency group XObject (see Section 7.5.5, “Transparency

Group XObjects”) Initial value: Normal.
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PARAMETER TYPE VALUE

soft mask dictionary (PDF 1.4) A soflrmask dictionary (see “Soft-Mask Dictionaries" on

or name page 552) specifying the mask shape or mask opacity values to be

alpha constant

alpha source

number

boolean

used in the transparent imaging model (see “Source Shape and

Opacity" on page 526 and “Mask Shape and Opacity“ on page 550),
or the name None if no such mask is specified. This parameter is

implicitly reset to its initial value at the beginning of execution ofa

transparency group XObject (see Section 7.5.5. "Transparency
Group XObjects"). initial value: None.

(PDF IA) The constant shape or constant opacity value to be used

in the transparent imaging model (see “Source Shape and Opacity“
on page 526 and “Constant Shape and Opacity" on page 551). There

are two separate alpha constant parameters: one for stroking and

one for all other painting operations. This parameter is implicitly
reset to its initial value at the beginning atexccution ofa transpar-

ency group XObiect (see Section 7.55. “Transparency Group
XObjects"). lnitial value: 1.0.

(PDF L4) A flag specifying whether the current soft mask and al-

pha constant parameters are to be interpreted as shape values (true)
or opacity values (false). This flag also governs the interpretation of

the SMask entry, il‘ any. in an image dictionary (see Section 431.4,

“lmage Dictionaries"). initial value: false.

 

 
TABLE 4.3 Device-dependent graphics state parameters
 
PARAMPIER TYPE VALUE

 

overprint

overprint mode

book-an

number

(PDF 1.2) A flag specifying (on output devices that support the

overprint control feature) whether painting in one set of colorants

should cause the corresponding areas of other colorants to be

erased (false) or left unchanged (true); see Section 4.5.6, "Overprint
Control.” In PDF l.3, there are two separate overprint parameters:
one for stroking and one for all other painting operations. Initial

value: false.

(PDF1.3) A code specifying whether a color component value ofO

in a DevlceCMVK color space should erase that component (0) or

leave it unchanged (1) when overprinting (see Section 4.5.6, “Over-

print Control"). lnilial value: 0.
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PARAMETER TYPE VALUE

black generation function or name (PDF 1.2) A function that calculates the level of the black color

undercolor removal function or name

transfer function.

array. or name

halftonc dictionary,
stream. or name

flatness number

smoothness number

component to use when convening RGH colors to CMYK (see Sec—

tion 623, “Conversion from DeviceRGB to DeviceCMYK"). Initial

value: installationrdependcntl

(PDF 1.2) A function that calculates the reduction in the levels of

the cyan, magenta, and yellow color components to compensate for

the amount of black added by black generation (see Section 6.2.3,
'Conversion from DeviceRGB to DeviceCMYK"). initial value: in»

stallation-dependent.

(PDF L2) A function that adjusts device gray or color component
levels to compensate for nonlinear response in a particular output
device (see Section 63, “Transfer Functions”). initial value:

installation-dependent.

(PDF 1.2) A halftone screen for gray and color renderingt specified
as a halftone dictionary or stream (see Section 6.4. “Halftones').
initial value: installation-dependentt

The precision with which curves are to be rendered on the output
device (see Section 6.5.1, “Flatness Tolerance"). The value of this

parameter gives the maximum error tolerance, measured in output
device pixels; smaller numbers give smoother curves at the expense

ofmore computation and memory use Initial value: LU.

(PDF L3) The precision with which color gradients are to be ren-

dered on the output device (see Section 6,5,2, “Smoothness Toler-

ance”). The value of this parameter gives the maximum error

tolerance, expressed as a fraction of the range ofeach color compo»

uent; smaller numbers give smoother color transitions at the

expense of more computation and memory use. Initial value:

installation-dependent.

Some graphics state parameters are set with specific PDF operators, some are set

by including a particular entry in a graphics state parameter dictionary, and some

can be specified either way. The current line width, for example, can be set either

with the w operator or (in PDF 1.3) with the LW entry in a graphics state parame-

ter dictionary, whereas the current color is set only with specific operators, and

the current halftone is set only with a graphics state parameter dictionary. It is

expected that all future graphics state parameters will be specified with new

entries in the graphics state parameter dictionary rather than with new operators.
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In general, the operators that set graphics state parameters simply store them un—

changed for later use by the painting operators. However. some parameters have

special properties or behavior:

0 Most parameters must be of the correct type or have values that fall m'thin a

certain range.

I Parameters that are numeric values, such as the current color, line width, and

miter limit, are forced into valid range. if necessary. However, they are not ad-

justed to reflect capabilities ofthe raster output device, such as resolution or

number of distinguishable colors. Painting operators perform such adjust-
ments, but the adjusted values are not stored back into the graphics state.

0 Paths are internal objects that are not directly represented in PDF.

Note: As indicated in Tables 4] and 4.3. some ofthe parametersicolor space, color,

and overprint—have two values, one usedfor stroking (ofpaths and text objects)
and onefor all othcrpainting operations. The two parameter values can be sct inde-

pendently, allowingfor operations such as cambinedfllling and stroking afthe same

path with different colors. Except where noted, a term such as current color should

be interpreted to refer to whichever color parameter applies to the operation being

performed. When necessary, the individual color parameters are distinguished ex-

plicitly as the stroking color and the nonstroking color.

Graphics State Stack

A well»struclured PDF document typically contains many graphical elements

that are essentially independent ofeach other and sometimes nested to multiple
levels. The graphics state stack allows these elements to make local changes to the

graphics state without disturbing the graphics state ofthe surrounding environ-

ment. The stack is a LIFO (last in, first out) data structure in which the contents

olthc graphics state can be saved and later restored using the following operators:

0 The q operator pushes a copy ofthe entire graphics state onto the stack.

a The Q operator restores the entire graphics state to its former value by popping
it from the stack.
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These operators can be used to encapsulate a graphical element so that it can

modify parameters of the graphics state and later restore them to their previous
values. Occurrences of the q and Q operators must be balanced within a given
content stream (or within the sequence ofstreams specified in a page dictionary’s
Contents array).

4.3.2 Details of Graphics State Parameters

This section gives details of several of the device-independent graphics state pa-

rameters listed in Table 4.2.

Line Width

The line width parameter specifies the thickness ofthe line used to stroke a path.
It is a non-negative number expressed in user space units; stroking a path entails

painting all points whose perpendicular distance from the path in user space is

less than or equal to half the line width. The effect produced in device space

depends on the current transformation matrix (CTM) in effect at the time the

path is stroked. If the CTM specifies scaling by different factors in the horizontal

and vertical dimensions, the thickness of stroked lines in device space will vary

according to their orientation The actual line width achieved can differ from the

requested width by as much as 2 device pixels, depending on the positions oflines

with respect to the pixel grid. Automatic stroke adjustment can be used to ensure

uniform line width; see Section 6.5.4, “Automatic Stroke Adjustment."

A line width of 0 denotes the thinnest line that can be rendered at device resolu-

tion: 1 device pixel wide. However, some devices cannot reproduce 1—pixel lines,

and on high-resolution devices, they are nearly invisible Since the results of ren-

dering such zero-width lines are device-dependent, their use is not recommend-

ed.
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Line Cap Style

The line cap style specifies the shape to be used at the ends ofopen subpaths (and

dashes, ifany) when they are stroked. Table 4A shows the possible values

 
TABLE 4.4 Line sap styles
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

on page 216) and the resulting notch beyond the ends of the segments is filled

with a triangle.

STYLE APPEARANEE DESCRIPTION

0 g Butt cap. The stroke is squared off at the endpoint of the path. There is no

projection beyond the end ofthe paths

1 m
‘

Round cap. A semicircular arc with a diameter equal to the line width is
*4”

drawn around the endpoint and filled in.

2 Projecting square cap. The stroke continues beyond the endpoint ot'the path
for a distance equal to halfthe line width and is squared off.

Line Join Style

The linejoin style specifies the shape to be used at the corners of paths that are

stroked, Table 4.5 shows the possible values, loin styles are significant only at

points where consecutive segments of a path connect at an angle; segments that

meet or intersect fortuitously receive no special treatment.

TABLE 4.5 Llne join styles

STYLE APPEARANCE DESCRIPTION

0 Miter join. The outer edges ofthe strokes for the two segments are extended

until they meet at an angle, as in a picture frame. Ifthe segments meet at too

sharp an angle (as defined by the miter limit parameter—see “Miter Limit,"

above), a bevel join is used instead.

1 Rowtdjnin. An are ofa circle with a diameter equal to the line width is drawn

around the point where the two segments meet, connecting the outer edges of

the strokes for the two segments. This pieslicc-shaped figure is filled in, pro-

ducing a rounded corner.

2

/A\
Beveljm'n. The two segments are finished with butt caps (see “Line Cap Style"
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Note: The definition ofmundjain was changed in PDF1.5. In rare cases, the imple-
mentation of the previous specification could produce unexpected results.

Miter Limit

When two line segments meet at a sharp angle and mitered joins have been spec-
il‘ted as the line join style, it is possible for the miter to extend far beyond the

thickness of the line stroking the path. The miter limit imposes a maximum on

the ratio of the miter length to the line width (see Figure 4.7). When the limit is

exceeded. the join is converted from a miter to a bevel.

The ratio of miter length to line width is directly related to the angle phetween
the segments in user space by the following formula:

miterLenglh =
1

line Width sin ‘2'?)

For example, a miter limit of L414 converts miters to bevels for p less than 90

degrees, a limit of2.0 converts them for aless than 60 degrees, and a limit of 10.0

converts them for gzless than approximately 11.5 degrees.

Llne width 
FIGURE 0.7 Miler length

Line Dash Pattern

The line dash pattern controls the pattern of dashes and gaps used to stroke paths.
It is specified by a dash array and a dash phase. The dash array's elements are

numbers that specify the lengths of alternating dashes and gaps; the numbers

must be nonnegative and not all zero. The dash phase specifies the distance into
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the dash pattern at which to start the dash. The elements ofboth the dash array
and the dash phase are expressed in user space units.

Before beginning to stroke a path, the dash array is cycled through, adding up the

lengths ofdashes and gaps. When the accumulated length equals the value speci-
fied by the dash phase, stroking ofthe path begins, and the dash array is used cy-

clically from that point onward, Table 46 shows examples of line dash patterns.
As can be seen from the table, an empty dash array and zero phase can be used to

restore the dash pattern to a solid line.

 
TABLE 4.6 Examples of line dash patterns
 

 

  
DASH ARRAV APPEARANCE DESCRIPTION

AND PHASE

I] 0 No dash.- solid, unbroken lines

(310 3uniison,3unitsoft'....

[2] 1 lon,20f[.20n,20ff,...

[21]!) 20n,lOf{,20n,loffl..r

[3 5] E loffiSon,Soffi3on,Soff,...

[Z 3111 I H = lon,30ff,lon,30ff.20n,i.. 
 

Dashed lines wrap around curves and corners just as solid stroked lines do. The

ends of each dash are treated with the current line cap style, and corners within

dashes are treated with the current line join style A stroking operation takes no

measures to coordinate the dash pattern with features of the path; it simply dis-

penses dashes and gaps along the path in the pattern defined by the dash array.

When a path consisting of several subpaths is stroked, each subpaih is treated in-

dependently—that is, the dash pattern is restarted and the dash phase is reapplied
to it at the beginning ofeach subpath.

Graphics State Operators

Table 4.7 shows the operators that set the values of parameters in the graphics
state. (See also the color operators listed in Table 4.24 and the text state operators
in Table 52 on page 398‘)
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OPERANDS

abcdel

IInEWidlh

IineCap

line/om

mile/Lim fl

dashAnuy dashPhase

intent

flatness

dicrName

OPERATOR

q

cm

ti

55

TABLE 4.7 Graphics state operators

DESCRIPTION

Save the current graphics state on the graphics state stack (see “Graphics
State Stack" on page 214).

Restore the graphics state by removing the most recently saved state from

the stack and making it the current state (see “Graphics State Stack” on

page 214).

Modify the current transformation matrix (CTM) by concatenating the

specified matrix (see Section 4.“, “Coordinate Spaces"). Although the

operands specify a matrix, they are written as six separate numbers, not as

an array.

Set the line width in the graphics state (see “Line Width" on page 215).

Set the line cap style in the graphics state (see “Line Cap Style" on page

216).

Set the line join style in the graphics state (see “Line loin Style” on page

216).

Set the miter limit in the graphics state (see “Miter Limit" on page 217).

Set the line dash pattern in the graphics state (see "Line Dash Pattern" on

page 217).

{PDF 1. I) Set the color renderinginlent in the graphics state (see "Render-

ing Intents' on page 260).

Set the flatness tolerance in the graphics state (see Section 6.5.1, “Flatness

Tolerance”). flatness is a number in the range 0 to 100; a value of!) speci-

fies the output device's delault flatness tolerance.

(PDF 1.2) Set the specified parameters in the graphics state. dictName is

the name ofa graphics state parameter dictionary in the ExtGState subdic-

Iionary ofthe current resource dictionary (see the next section).

4.3.4 Graphics State Parameter Dictionaries

While some parameters in the graphics state can be set with individual operators,

as shown in Table 4.7, others cannot. The latter can only be set with the generic

graphics stale operator gs (PDF 1.2), The operand supplied to this operator is the
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name ofa graphics state parameter dictionary whose contents specify the values of

one or more graphics state parameters. This name is looked up in the ExtGState

subdictionary of the current resource dictionary. (The name ExtGState. for

extended graphics stale, is a vestige ofearlier versions of PDF.)

Note: The graphics state parameter dictionary is also used by type 2 patterns, which

do not have a contentstream in which the graphics state operators could be invoked

(see Section 4.6.3, "Shading Patterns").

Each entry in the parameter dictionary specifies the value ofan indtvtdual graph-
ics state parameter, as shown in Table 4.8. All entries need not be present for ev-

ery invocation of the gs operator; the supplied parameter dictionary may include

any combination ofparameter entries. The results of gs are cumulative; parame7

ter values established in previous invocations persist until explicitly overridden.

Note that some parameters appear in both Tables 4.7 and 4.8; these parameters
can be set either with individual graphics state operators or with gs. It is expected
that any future extensions to the graphics state will be implemented by adding
new entries to the graphics state parameter dictionary rather than by introducing
new graphics state operators,

 

KEV

Type

LW

LC

LJ

ML

RI

TABLE 4.6 Entrles in a graphics state parameter dictionary
 

 

TYPE DESCRIPTION

name (Optional) The type of PDF object that this dictionary describes; must be

ExtGState for a graphics state parameter dictionary.

number (Optional; PDF L3) The line width (see “Line Width” on page 215).

integer (Optional; PDF 1.3) nie line cap style (see "Line Cap Style” on page 216).

integer (Optional; PDF 1.3) The line join style (see “Linc loin Style" on page 216).

number (Optional; PDF 1.3) The miter limit (see “Miter Limit” on page 217).

array (Optional; PDF 1.3) The line dash pattern, expressed as an array ofthe form

[dashA/ray dathhase], where dash/filmy is itself an array and daShFhase is an

integer (see “Line Dash Pattern" on page 217).

name (Optional; PDF 1.3) The name of the rendering intent (see “Rendering
lntents” on page 260).
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KEV TYPE DESCRIVTION

 

0?

Op

0PM

Font

56

562

UCR

U CR2

boolean

boolean

integer

army

function

function or name

function

function or name

(Optional) A flag specifying whether to apply overprint (see Section 4.5.6,

“Overprint Control"). In PDF 12 and earlier, there is a single overprint

parameter that applies to all painting operations. Beginning with PDF 1.3,

there are two separate overprint parameters: one for stroking and one for all

other painting operations. Specifying an 0? entry sets both parameters un-

less there is also an op entry in the same graphics state parameter dictionary,
in which case the OP entry sets only the overprint parameter for stroking.

(Optional.- PDF 1.3) A flag specifying whether to apply nverprint (see Section

4.5.6, "Overprint Control") for painting operations other than stroking. If

this entry is absent, the OP entry, if any, sets this parameter.

(Optional; PDF 1.3) The overprint mode (see Section 4.5.6. “Overprint Con-

trol").

(Optional; PDF 1.3) An array ofthe form [font size], where font is an indirect

reference to a font dictionary and Size is a number expressed in text space

units These two objects correspond to the opemnds of the Tf operator (see

Section 5.2, “Text State Parameters and Operators”); however, the first oper-

and is an indirect object reference instead ofa resource name.

(Optional) The blaclt‘generation function, which maps the interval [0.0 1.0]

to the interval [09 1.0] (see Section 6.2.3, “Conversion from DeviceRGB to

DeviceCMYK").

(Optional; PDF1.3) Same as 56 except that the value may also be the name

Default, denoting the blackgenemtjun function that was in effect at the start

ofthe page. lfboth EG and 362 are present in the same graphics state param-

eter dictionary. 562 takes precedence

(Optional) The undercolor-removal function, which maps the interval

[0.0 L0) to the interval [—1.0 L0] (see Section 6.2.3. “Conversion from

DeviceRGB to DeviceCMYK').

(Optional; PDF 1.3) Same as UCR except that the value may also be the name

Default, denoting the undercoloraremoval function that was in effect at the

start of the page. lfboth UCR and UCRZ are present in the same graphics state

parameter dictionary. UCRZ takes precedence.
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KEV TYPE DESCRIPTION

 
TR

TRZ

HT

FL

5M

SA

BM

SMask

CA

(a

function. array. or

name

function, array, or

name

dictionary, stream,

of name

number

number

boolean

name or array

dictionary or name

number

number

(Optional) The transfer function. which maps the interval [0,0 1.0] to the in»

terval [00 1.0] (see Section 6.3, “Transfer Functions") The value is either a

single function (which applies to all process colomnts) or an array of four

functions (which apply to the process colorants individually), The name

Identity may be used to represent the identity function.

(Optional.- PDF1.3) Same as TR except that the mine may also be the name

Default, denoting the transfer function that was in effect at the start of the

page. Ifboth TR and TR: are present in the same graphics state parameter dic-

tionary. TR2 takes precedence.

(Optional) The halftone dictionary or stream {see Section 6.4. “Halftones“) or

the name Default. denoting the halftone that was in effect at the start of the

page.

(Optional; PDF 1.3) The flatness tolerance (see Section 6.5,]. “Platness Toler<

ance").

(Optional; PDF 1.3) The smoothness tolerance (see Section 6.5.2, “Smooth-

ness Tolerance").

(Optional) A flag specifying whether to apply automatic stroke adjustment
(see Section 6.5.4, “Automatic Stroke Adjustment”).

(Optianal; PDF 1.4) The current blend mode to be used in the transparent
imaging model (see Sections 7.23. “Blend Mode," and 7.52, "Specifying
Blending Color Space and Blend Mode").

(Optional,- PDF 1.4) The current soft mask, specifying the mask shape or

mask opacity values to be used in the transparent imaging model (see
“Source Shape and Opacity” on page 526 and “Mask Shape and Opacity" on

page 550).

Note: Although the carrenl soft mask is sometimes referred In as a "soft clip,"
altering it with the gs operator tomplelEly replaces Ihe old value with the new

one, rather than intersecting the two as is done with the current clippingpath
parameter (see Sectian 4.43, "Clipping Palh Operators").

 (Optional; PDF 1.4) The current stroking alpha constant, spe ng the con-

stant shape or constant opacity value to be used for stroking operations in the

transparent imaging model (see "Source Shape and Opacity" on page 526 and

“Constant Shape and Opacity" on page 551).

(Optional; PDF 1.4) Same as CA. but for nonstroking operations.
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KEY TYPE DESCRIPTION

AIS boolenn (Optimml; PDFIA) The alpha source flag (“alpha is shape"). specifying
whether the current soft mask and alpha Constant are to be interpreted as

shape values (true) or opacity values (false).

TK boolcan (Optional; PDF L4) The text knockout flag. which determines the behavior of

overlapping glyphs within a cht object in the transparent imaging model (see

Section 5.2.7, "Text Knockout”).
 

Example 4.1 shows two graphics state parameter dictionaries. In the first, auto-

matic stroke adjustment is turned on, and the dictionary includes a transfer func—

tion that inverts its valtte,f(x) = l —x. In the second, overprint is turned off, and

the dictionary includes a parabolic transfer function,f(x) = (2x — 1);, with a sam-

ple of 21 values. The domain of the transfer function, [0.0 1,0], is mapped to

[0 20], and the range of the sample values, [0 255], is mapped to the range of

the transfer function, [0.0 1.0].

Example 4.1

l0 0 obj % Page abject

<< /Type [Page

[Parent 5 D R

/Resources 20 D R

/Contents 40 0 R

>>

endobj

20 0 obj %Resourcedictlonary for page

<< [ProcSet (/PDF [Text]

IFont << [Fl 250R >>

[ExtGState << [65‘ EDGE

[652 350R

>>

>>

endobj

30 0 obj
%First graphics state parameter dictionary

<< [Type [ExtGState

[SA true

[TR 31 D R

z)

endobj
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31 0 obj %Firsuransferfunnion

<< /FunctionType 0

/Domain [0.0 1.0)

/Range [0.0 1.0]

/Size 2

IBitsPerSample 8

/Length 7

/Filter /ASCllHexDecode

>>

stream

01 00 >

endstream

endobj

35 0 obj % Second graphics State parameter dictiunavy
<< ITypE ExtGState

IOP false

/TR 36 0 R

>>

endobj

36 0 obj %Semndtransfer function

<< [FunctionType 0

/Domain [0.0 L0]

/Range [0.0 1.0]

/Size 21

/BilsPevS._ample 8

/Length 63

/Filter IASCIIHexDecode

>>

stream

FF CE A3 7C SB 3F 2815 0A 02 00 02 0A 16 28 3F SB 7C A3 CE FF >

endstream

endobj

4.4 Path Construction and Painting

Paths define shapes, trajectories, and regions of all sorts. They are used to draw

lines, def‘me the shapes of filled areas, and specify boundaries for clipping other

graphics The graphics state includes a currtnt clipping path that defines the clip-
ping boundary for the current page Al the beginning of each page, the clipping
path is initialized to include the entire page.
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A path is composed of straight and curved line segments. which may connect to

one another or may be disconnected. A pair of segments are said to connect only
it'they are defined consecutively, with the second segment starting where the first

one ends. Thus, the order in which the segments ofa path are defined is signifi-
cant. Nonconsecutive segments that meet or intersect fortuitously are not consid—

ered to connect.

A path is made up of one or more disconnected subpnths, each comprising a se-

quence ofconnected segments. The topology ofthe path is unrestricted: it maybe
concave or convex, may contain multiple subpaths representing disjoint areas,

and may intersect itself in arbitrary ways. The h operator explicitly connects the

end ofa subpath back to its starting point: such a subpath is said to be closed. A

subpath that has not been explicitly closed is open

As discussed in Section 4.1, “Graphics Objects,” a path object is defined by a se-

quence of operators to construct the path, followed by one or more operators to

paint the path or to use it as a clipping boundary. PDF path operators fall into

three categories:

I Path construction operators (Section 4.4.1) define the geometxy of a path. A

path is constructed by sequentially applying one or more of these operators.

- Patlr‘pointing operators (Section 4.4.2) end a path object, usually causing the

object to be painted on the current page in any ofa variety of ways.

- Clipping path operators (Section 4.4.3), invoked immediately before a path-

painting operator, cause the path object also to be used for clipping of sub-

sequent graphics objects.

Path Construction Operators

A page description begins with an empty path and builds up its definition by in—

voking one or more path construction operators to add segments to it The path

construction operators may be invoked in any sequence, but the first one invoked

must be m or re to begin a new subpalht The path definition concludes with the

application ofa path-painting operator such as S, f, or b (see Section 44.2, “Patha

Painting Operators”); this operator may optionally be preceded by one of the

clipping path operators w or W' (Section 4.4.3, “Clipping Path Operators“). Note

that the path construction operators do not place any marks on the page; only the

painting operators do that. A path definition is not complete until a path-painting

operator has been applied to it.
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The path currently under construction is called the currentpm‘h. in PDF (unlike

PostScripth the current path is no! part ofthe graphics state and is no! saved and

restored along with the other graphics stale parameters. PDF paths are strictly in-

ternal objects with no explicit representation. Once a path has been painted, it is

no longer defined; there is then no current path until a new one is begun with the

m or re operator:

The trailing endpoint of the segment most recently added to the current path is

referred to as the currentpoint. It'the current path is empty, the current point is

undefined. Most operators that add a segment to the current path start at the cur-

rent point; if the current point is undefined, an error is generated

Table 4.9 shows the path construction operators. All operands are numbers de-

noting coordinates in user space.

 

OPERANDS

XY

XY

XI Yr X2 72 "3 Y3

TABLE 4.9 Path construction operators

OPERATOR

m

| (lowercase L)

DESCRIPTION

Begin a new subpath by moving the current point to coordinates

(x,y), omitting any connecting line segment. If the previous path
construction operator in the current path was also m, the new In

overrides it; no vestigc of the previous or operation remains in the

path.

Append a straight line segment from the current point to the point
(x, y). The new current point is (x. y).

Append a cubic Bézier curve to the current path. The curve extends

from the current point to the point (x3, ya), using (xl , yl) and

(x2,y2) as the Be’zier control points (see "Cubic Be‘zier Curves," be»

low). The new current point is (x3. y3 ),

x2 y2 x3 y3 v Append a cubic Bézicr curve to the current path. The curve extends

from the current point to the point (x3.y,), using the current point
and (x1, y2) as the Be‘zier control points (see "Cubic Bézier Curves,"

below), The new current point is (x3, 3/3)-

x‘ yI x3 y3 y Append a cubic Bézier curve to the current path. The curve extends

{rpm the current point to the point (xyys). using (xl,yl) and

(x3, 73) as the Bézier control points (see “Cubic Eézier Curves," be-

low). The new current point is (x, ys),
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OPERANDS OVERAYOR DESCRIPTION

7 h Close Lhe current subpath by appending a straight line segment
from the current point to the starting point ofthe subpath. If the

current subpnlh is already closed, h does nothing

This operator terminates the current subpath. Appendmg another

segment to the current path begins a new subpalh. even ifthe new

segment begins at the endpoint reached by the h operation.

x y width height re Append a rectangle to the current path as a complete subpath. with

lowerJeft corner (x. y) and dimensions width and height in user

space. The operation

x y width height re

is equivalent to

x y rn

[X+widlh) y I

(x + width) (y + height) l

x (y+height) |

h
 

Cubic Bézier Curves

Curved path segments are specified as cubic Bézier curves. Such curves are de—

fined by four points: the two endpoints (the current point P0 and the final point

P3) and two controlpoims P1 and P2. Given the coordinates ofthe four points. the

curve is generated by varying the parameter t from 0.0 to L0 in the following

equation:

2 3

RU) = (17t)3p0+3[(1 —t)ZPK+3t (17092“ p3

When t=0.0, the value of the function RU) coincides with the current point P ;

when t: L0, R (t) coincides with the final point P3. Intermediate values of t gen-

erate intermediate points along the curve, The curve does not, in general, pass

through the two control points P1 and P2.
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Cubic Be’zier curves have two useful properties:

- The curve can be very quickly split into smaller pieces for rapid rendering.

0 The curve is contained within the convex hull of the four points defining the

curve, most easily visualized as the polygon obtained by stretching a rubber

band around the outside of the four points. This property allows rapid testing
ofwhether the curve lies completely outside the visible region, and hence does

not have to be rendered,

The Bibliography lists several books that describe cubic Be'zier curves in more

depth,

The most general PDF operator for constructing curved path segments is the c

operator. which specifies the coordinates of points Pl. P2, and P3 explicitly, as

shown in Figure 4.8. (The starting point, P0, is defined implicitly by the current

point.)

 

Piui'yl)
on‘rh)

‘.

 
Potcurrenl point]

Xi Yi XzYI lel C

 

FIGURE 4.3 Cubic Bézwr curve genernled by the ( operator
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Two more operators, v and y. each specify one of the two control points implic-
itly (see Figure 4.9), In both ofthese cases, one control point and the final point
ofthc curve are supplied as operands; the other control point is implied:

0 For the v operator, the first control point coincides with initial point of the

Curve.

- For the y operator, the second control point coincides with final point of the

curve.

 

0‘2,ny

 
Current point Current point

‘2Y2X3Y3V mushy

 

FIGURE 4.9 Cubic Bézier curves generated by the v andy operators

4.4.2 Path-Painting Operators

The path»painting operators end a path object, causing it to be painted on the

current page in the manner that the operator specifies. The principal path—

painting operators are S (for stroking) and f (for filling). Variants of these opera-

tors combine stroking and filling in a single operation or apply different rules for

determining the area to be filled. Table 4.10 lists all the path—painting operators
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YABLE 4.10 Path-palntlng operators
 

OPERANDS OPERATOR DESCRIWION

 

S

B'

[7'

Stroke the path

Close and stroke the path. This operator has the same effect as the sequence h 5.

Fill Lhe path. using the nonzero wtnding number rule to determine the region to fill

(see “Nonzeru Winding Number Rule" on page 232). Any subpaths that are open

are implicitly closed before being filled.

Equivalent to 1; included only for compatibility. Although PDF consumer applicar
tions must be able to accept this operator. PDF producer applications should use l

instead.

Fill the path, using the even-odd rule to determine the region to fill (see “Even-Odd

Rule" on page 233)

Fill and then stroke the path. using the nonzero Winding number rule to determine

the region to fill. This operator produces the same result as constructing two identi-

cal path objects. painting the first with f and the second with 5. Note. however. that

the filling and stroking portions ofthe operation consult different \nlues of several

graphics state paramclcrs. such as the current color, See also “Special Path-Painting
Considerations" on page 569.

Fill and then stroke the path. using the evenrodd rule to determine the region to fill.

This operator produces the same result as B, cxccpt that the path is filled its ifwith

f‘ instead off. See also “Special PathrPainling Considerations” on page 569.

Close. fill, and then stroke the path, using the nonzero winding number rule to de-

termine the region to fill. This operator has the same effect as the sequence h a. See

also “Special Path-Painting Considerations” on page 569.

Close. fill, and then stroke the path, using the even-odd rule to determine the re-

gion to fill. This operator has the same effect as the sequence h 3'. See also “Special

Path-Painting Considerations" on page 569.

End the paLh object without filling or stroking it. This operator is a path-painting

no-op. used primarily for the side effect ofchanging the current clipping path (see

Section 4.4.3, “Clipping Path Operators").
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stroking

The S operator paints a line along the current path. The stroked line follows each

straight or curved segment in the path, centered on the segment with sides paral‘
lel to it. Each of the paths subpaths is treated separately.

The results ofthe S operator depend on the current settings ofvarious parameters

in the graphics state (see Section 4.3, “Graphics State," for further information on

these parameters):

0 The width ofthe stroked line is determined by the current line width parameter

(“Line Width” on page 215).

U The color or pattern of the line is determined by the current color and color

space for stroking operations.

0 The line can be painted either solid or with a dash pattern, as specified by the

current line dash pattern ("Line Dash Pattern” on page 217).

0 lfa subpath is open, the unconnected ends are treated according to the current

line cap style, which may be butt, rounded, or square (“Line Cap Style" on page

216).

I Wherever two consecutive segments are connected, the joint between them is

treated according to the current line join style, which may be mitered, rounded,

or beveled (“Line loin Style" on page 216). Mitered joins are also subject to the

current miter limit (“Miter Limit" on page 217).

Note: Points a! which unconnected segments happen to meet or intersect receive

no special treatment. In particular. using an explicit I operator to give the appear-

ance ofclosing a subpath, rather than using It, may result in a messy corner, be-

cause line caps are applied instead ofa linejoin.

- The stroke adjustment parameter (FDF 1.2) specifies that coordinates and line

widths be adjusted automatically to produce strokes of uniform thickness

despite rasterization effects (Section 6.5.4, “Automatic Stroke Adjustment").

If a subpath is degenerate (consists of a single—point closed path or of two or

more points at the same coordinates), the 5 operator paints it only if round line

caps have been specified, producing a filled circle centered at the single point. If

butt or projecting square line caps have been specified, 5 produces no output, be

cause the orientation of the caps would be indeterminate. (This rule applies only

to zero—length subpaths of the path being stroked, and not to zero-length dashes
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in a dash pattern. In the latter case. the line caps are always painted, since their

orientation is determined by the direction of the underlying path.) A single,

point open subpath (specified by a trailing m operator) produces no output.

Filling

The l operator uses the current nonstroking color to paint the entire region en-

closed by the current path. If the path consists ofseveral disconnected subpaths,f

paints the insides of all subpaths, considered together. Any subpaths that are open

are implicitly closed before being filled.

Ifa subpath is degenerate (consists ofa single-point closed path or of two or more

points at the same coordinates), f paints the single device pixel lying under that

point; the result is device-dependent and not generally useful. A single-point

open subpath (specified by a trailing m operator) produces no output.

For a simple path. it is intuitively clear what region lies inside. However, for a

more complex path—for example, a path that intersects itselfor has one subpalh
that encloses another—it is not always obvious which points lie inside the path
The path machinery uses one of two rules for determining which points lie inside

a path: the nonzero winding number rule and the evenvudd rule, both discussed in

detail below.

The nonzero winding number rule is more versatile than the even-odd rule and is

the standard rule the f operator uses. Similarly, the W operator uses this rule to

determine the inside ofthe current clipping path The even-odd rule is occasion-

ally useful for special effects or for compatibility with other graphics systems; the

f‘ and W‘ operators invoke this rule.

Nonzero Winding Number Rule

The nonzero winding number rule determines whether a given point is inside a

path by conceptually drawing a ray from that point to infinity in any direction

and then examining the places where a segment ofthe path crosses the ray. Start-

ing with a count of 0, the rule adds 1 each time a path segment crosses the ray

from left to right and subtracts 1 each time a segment crosses from right to left.

After counting all the crossings. ifthe result is 0, the point is outside the path;
otherwise, it is inside.
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Note: The methodjust described does not specify what to do ifa path segment coin-

cides with or is tangent to the chosen my. Since the direction of the ray is arbitrary.
the rule simply chooses a ray that does not encounter such problem intersections.

For simple convex paths, the nonzero winding number rule defines the inside

and outside as one would intuitively expect. The more interesting cases are those

involving complex or self—intersecting paths like the ones shown in Figure 4.10.

For a path consisting of a five-pointed star. drawn with five connected straight
line segments intersecting each other, the rule considers the inside to be the en-

tire area enclosed by the star, including the pentagon in the center. For a path
composed oftwo concentric circles. the areas enclosed by both circles are consid-

ered to be inside, provided that both are drawn in the some direction. If the circles

are drawn in opposite directions, only the doughnut shape between them is in-

side, according to the rule; the doughnut hole is outside.

$7.0
FIGURE 4.1 D Nonzero winding number rule

 

 

Even-Odd Rule

An alternative to the nonzero winding number rule is the even-odd rule. This rule

determines whether a point is inside a path by drawing a ray from that point in

any direction and simply counting the number of path segments that cross the

ray, regardless of direction. If this number is odd, the point is inside; if even, the

point is outside. This yields the same results as the nonzero winding number rule

for paths with simple shapes, but produces different results for more complex

shapes

Figure 4.11 shows the effects of applying the even-odd rule to complex paths. For

the five-pointed star, the rule considers the triangular points to be inside the path,
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but not the pentagon in the center. For the two concentric circles, only the dough-
nut shape between the two circles is considered inside. regardless of the direc-

tions in which the circles are drawn.

 

FIGURE 4.11 Even-add rule

Clipping Path Operators

The graphics state contains a current clipping path that limits the regions of the

page affected by painting operators. The closed subpaths of this path define the

area that can be painted. Marks falling inside this area are applied to the page;

those falling outside it are not. (“Filling" on page 232 discusses precisely what is

considered to be inside a path.)

Note: In the context of the transparent imaging model (PDF 1A), the current clipping

path constrains an object's shape (see Section 7.1, “Overview of Transparency"). The

effective shape is the intersection of the object's intrinsic shape with the clipping path;
the source shape value is 0.0 outside this intersection. Similarly, the shape Ufa trans-

parency group (defined as the union of the shapes of its constituent abjecls) is influ-
enced both by the clipping path in effect when each of the objects is painted and by the

one in effect at the time the group’s results are painted onto its backdrop.

The initial clipping path includes the entire page. A clipping path operator (w or

W‘, shown in Table 4.11) may appear after the last path construction operator

and before the path«painting Operator that terminates a path object. Although the

clipping path operator appears before the painting operator, it does not alter the

clipping path at the point where it appears. Rather, it modifies the effect of the

succeeding painting operator. After the path has been painted, the Clipping path
in the graphics state is set to the intersection ofthe current clipping path and the

newly constructed pathi
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TABLE 4.11 Clipping path operators

OPERANDS OPERATOR DESCRIPTION

— w Modify the current clipping path by intersecting it with the current path, using the
nonzero winding number rule to determine which regions lie inside the clipping
path.

* W' Modify the current clipping path by intersecting it with the current path, using the

even-odd rule to determine which regions lie inside the clipping path.
 

Note: In addition to path objects. text objects can also be usedfor clipping; see Sec-

tion 5.2.5, "'l‘exi Rendering Made.”

The n operator (see Table 4.10) is a no-op path-painting operator; it causes no

marks to be placed on the page, but can be used with a clipping path operator to

establish a new clipping path. That is, after a path has been constructed, the se~

quence W n intersects that path with the current clipping path to establish a new

clipping path.

There is no way to enlarge the current clipping path or to set a new clipping path
without reference to the current one. However, since the clipping path is part of

the graphics state, its effect can be localized to specific graphics objects by en-

closing the modification of the clipping path and the painting of those objects
between a pair of q and Q operators (see Section 4.3.1, "Graphics State Stack").

Execution of the Q operator causes the clipping path to revert to the value that

was saved by the q operator before the clipping path was modified.

4.5 Color Spaces

PDF includes powerful facilities for specifying the colors of graphics objects to be

painted on the current page. The color facilities are divided into two parts:

. Color specification. A PDF file can specify abstract colors in a device-

independent way. Colors can be described in any ofa variety of color systems,

or color spaces. Some color spaces are related to device color representation

(grayscale, RGB, CM YK), others to human visual perception (CIE—based). Cer-

tain special features are also modeled as color spaces: patterns, color mapping,

separations, and high»fidelity and multitone color.
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0 Color rendering. The application reproduces colors on the raster output device

by a multiple-step process that includes some combination ofcolor conversion.

gamma correction, halfioning, and scan conversion. Some aspects ofthis pro-

cess use information that is specified in PDF. However. unlike the facilities {or

color specification, the color-rendering facilities are device-dependent and or-

dinarily should not be included in a page description.

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 on pages 238 and 239 illustrate the division between PDF's

(device-independent) color specification and (deviceAdependent) color—render-

ing facilities. This section describes the color specification feanires, covering

everything that most PDF documents need to specify colors. The facilities for

controlling color rendering are described in Chapter 6; a PDF document should

use these facilities only to configure or calibrate an output device or to achieve

special device-dependent effects.

Color Values

As described in Section 4.4.2, “Path-Painting Operators," marks placed on the

page by operators such as f and 5 have a color that is determined by the current

color parameter of the graphics state. A color value consists of one or more color

components, which are usually numbers. For example, a gray level can be speci-
fied by a single number ranging from 0.0 (black) to 1.0 (white). Full color values

can be specified in any of several ways; a common method uses three numeric

values to specify red, green, and blue components.

Color values are interpreted according to the current color space, another pa-

rameter of the graphics state. A PDF content stream first selects a color space by

invoking the CS operator (for the stroking color) or the es operator (for the non-

stroking color). It then selects color values within that color space with the 5C

operator (stroking) or the s: operator (nonstroking). There are also conve-

nience operators—G, 9, RG, rg, K, and k—that select both a color space and a

color value within it in a single step. Table 4.24 on page 287 lists all the color-

setting operators

Sampled images (see Section 4.8, “Images"l specify the color values ofindividual

samples with respect to a color space designated by the image object itself. While

these values are independent of the current color space and color parameters in

the graphics state, all later stages of color processing treat them in exactly the

same way as color values specified with the SC or se operator,
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4.5.2 Color Space Families

Color spaces can be classified into color space families. Spaces within a family
share the same general characteristics; they are distinguished by parameter values

supplied at the time the space is specified. The families fall into three broad cate-

gories:

0 Device color spaces directly specify colors or shades of gray that the output
device is to produce. They provide a variety of color specification methods,

including grayscale, RGB (red-green-blue), and CMYK (cyan-magenta-yellow-
black), corresponding to the color space families DeviceGray, DeviceRGB, and

DeviceCMYK. Since each of these families consists of just a single color space
with no parameters, they are often loosely referred to as the DeviceGray,
DeviceRGB, and DevlceCMYK color spaces.

- CIE-based color spaces are based on an international standard for color specifi-
cation created by the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (International
Commission on Illumination). These spaces specify colors in a way that is in-

dependent of the characteristics of any particular output device Color space

families in this category include CaIGray, CaIRGB, Lab, and I(CEased, Individu-

al color spaces within these families are specified by means ofdictionaries con-

taining the parameter values needed to define the space.

0 Special color spaces add features or properties to an underlying color space.

They include facilities for patterns, color mapping, separations, and high»

fidelity and multitone color. The corresponding color space families are

Pattern, Indexed, Separation, and DevlceN. Individual color spaces within

these families are specified by means of additional parameters.

Table 4.12 summarizes the color space families supported by PDF. (See imple-
mentation note 47 in Appendix H.)

 

TABLE 4.12 Color space (amilles
 

 

DEVICE CIE-EASED SPECIAL

DeviceGray (PDF Ll) CalGray (FDF Ll) Indexed (PDFIJ)

DevlceRGB (PDF 1.1) CalRGB (PDF 1.!) Pattern (PDFIJ)

DevlceCMYK (PDF 1.!) Lab (PDF 1.1) Separation (PDF 1,2)

ICCBased (PDF 1.3) DeviceN (PDF 1.3)
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A color space is defined by an array object whose first element is a name object
identifying the color space family. The remaining array elements, if anyy are

parameters that further characterize the color space; their number and types vary

according to the particular family. For families that do not require parameters.
the color space can be specified simply by the family name itself instead of an

array.

A color space can be specified in two principal ways:

0 Within a content stream. the CS or es operator establishes the current color

space parameter in the graphics state. The operand is always a name object,
which either identifies one ofthe color spaces that need no additional parame-
ters (DeviceGray, DeviceRGB, DeviceCMVK, or some cases of Pattern) or is used

as a key in the ColorSpace subdictionary ofthe current resource dictionary (see
Section 3.7.2. “Resource Dictionaries”). In the latter case, the value of the dic-

tionary entry is in turn a color space array or name. A color space array is never

permitted inline within a content stream.

I Outside a content stream, certain objects. such as image XObjects, specify a

color space as an explicit parameter, often associated with the key ColorSpace.
In this case, the color space array or name is always defined directly as a PDF

object, not by an entry in the ColorSpace resource subdictionary. This conven-

tion also applies when color spaces are defined in terms ofother color spaces.

The following operators set the current color space and current color parameters
in the graphics state:

. CS sets the stroking color space; cs sets the nonstroking color space.

I SC and SCN set the stroking color; sc and sen set the nonstroking color. De-

pending on the color space, these operators require one or more operands, each

specifying one component ofthe color value.

0 G, RG. and K set the stroking color space implicitly and the stroking color as

specified by the operands; 9, lg, and k do the same for the nonstroking color

space and color.
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4.5.3 Device Color Spaces

The device color space: enable a page description to specify color values that are

directly related to their representation on an output device. Color values in these

spaces map directly (or by simple conversions) to the application of device colo-

rants, such as quantities ofink or intensities of display phosphors. This enables a

PDF document to control colors precisely for a particular device. but the results

may not be consistent from one device to another:

Output devices form colors either by adding light sources together or by subtract-

ing light from an illuminating source. Computer displays and film recorders typi-
cally add colonrprinting inks typically subn'act them, These two ways of forming
colors give rise to two complementary methods of color specification, called ad-

ditive and subtractive color (see Plate 1). The most widely used forms ofthese two

types of color specification are known as RGB and CM YK, respectively, for the

names ofthe primary colors on which they are based They correspond to the fol-

lowing dcvice color spaces:

. DeviceGray controls the intensity of achromatic light, on a scale from black to

white.

- DeviceRGB controls the intensities of red, green, and blue light, the three addi-

tive primary colors used in displays

- DeviceCMYK controls the concentrations of cyan, magenta, yellow, and black

inks, the {our subtractive process colors used in printing,

Although the notion ofexplicit color spaces is a PDF 1.1 feamre, the operators for

specifying colors in the device color spaces—G, 9, RG, rg, K, and k—are available

in all versions of PDE Beginning with PDF 1.2, colors specified in device color

spaces can optionally be remapped systematically into other color spaces; see

“Default Color Spaces" on page 257.

Note: In the transparent imaging model (PDF 1.4). the use of device color spaces is

subject to special treatment within a transparency group whose group color space is

ClE«based (see Sections 7‘3, “Transparency Groups,” and 7.5.5, "Transparency

Group XObjects"). In particular, the device color space operators should be used

only if device color spaces have been remapped t0 ClE-based spaces by means ofthe

default color space mechanism. Otherwise, the results are implementation-

dependenl and unpredictable.
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DeviceGray Color Space

Black, white, and intermediate shades of gray are special cases of full color. A

grayscale value is represented by a single number in the range 0.0 to LO, where

00 corresponds to black. [.0 to white, and intermediate values to different gray
levels. Example 4.2 shows alternative ways to select the DeviceGray color space

and a specific gray level within that space for stroking operations.

ExampIe 42

/DeviceGray CS % Set DeviceGray color space

gray 5C %Set gray level

gray G ‘46 Set both in one operation

The CS and SC operators select the current stroking color space and current

stroking color separately; 6 sets them in combination. (The (s, 5:. and 9 Opera

tors perform the same functions for nonstroking operations.) Setting either cur-

rent color space to DeviceGray initializes the corresponding current color to 0.0.

DeviceRGB Color Space

Colors in the DeviceRGB color space are specified according to the additive RGB

(red-green-blue) color model, in which color values are defined by three compo-
nents representing the intensities of the additive primary colorants red, green,

and blue. Each component is specified by a number in the range 0.0 to 1.0, where

0.0 denotes the complete absence ofa primary component and 1.0 denotes maxi—

mum intensity. If all three components have equal intensity, the perceived result

theoretically is a pure gray on the scale from black to white. lfthe intensities are

not all equal, the result is some color other than a pure gray.

Example 4.3 shows alternative ways to select the DeviceRGB color space and a

specific color within that space for stroking operations.

Example 4.3

lDeviceRGE CS % Set DeviceRGB color space

red green blue 5C %Set(ol0r

red green blue RG % Set both in one operation
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The CS and SC operators select the current stroking color space and current

stroking color separately; RG sets them in combination. (The (5, 5c, and rg opera-
tors perform the same functions for nonstroking operations.) Setting either cur-

rent color space to DeviceRGB initializes the red, green, and blue components of

the corresponding current color to 0.0.

DeviceCMYK Color Space

The DevlceCMVK color space allows colors to be specified according to the sub-

tractive CMYK (cyan-magentaryellow-black) model typical of printers and other

paper-based output devices. In theory, each of the three standard process colorants

used in printing (cyan, magenta, and yellow) absorbs one ofthe additive primary
colors (red, green, and blue, respectively). Black, a fourth standard process colo-

rant, absorbs all ofthe additive primaries in equal amounts. The four components
in a DeviceCMYK color value represent the concentrations of these process colo-

rants. Each component is specified by a number in the range 0.0 to 1.0, where 0.0

denotes the complete absence ofa process colorant (that is, absorbs none ofthe

corresponding additive primary) and 1.0 denotes maximum concentration (ab-
sorbs as much as possible of the additive primary). Note that the sense of these

numbers is opposite to that ofRGB color components.

Example 4.4 shows alternative ways to select the DeviceCMYK color space and a

specific color within that space for stroking operations.

Example 4.4

/Devi(eCMYK CS 96 Set DeviceCMVK color space

(yan magenta yellow black SC %Set color

cyan magenta yellow black K 9bSet both in one operation

The CS and 5C operators select the current stroking color space and current strok—

ing color separately; K sets them in combination. (The cs, st, and k operators per-

form the same functions {or nonstroking operations.) Setting either current color

space to DeviceCMYK initializes the cyan, magenta, and yellow components ofthe

corresponding current color to 0.0 and the black component to 1.0.
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4.5.4 CIE-Based Color Spaces

Calibrated color in PDF is defined in terms ofan international standard used in

the graphic arts, television. and priming industries. CIE-based color spaces enable

a page description to specify color values in a way that is related to human visual

perception. The goal is for the same color specification to produce consistent re-

sults on different output devices, within the limitations ofeach device; Plate 2 il-

lustrates the kind of variation in color reproduction that can result from the use

of uncalibrated color on different devices, PDF 1.1 supports three ClE»based col-

or space families, named CalGray, CalRGB, and Lab; PDF 1.3 adds a fourth, named

ICCBased.

Note: In PDF 1.1, a color spacefamily named CaICMYK was partially defined, with

the expectation that its definition would be completed in a future version, However,

this is no longer being considered. PDF 1.3 and later versions support calibrated

four-component color spaces by means ofICCprofiIes (see 'lCCBased Color Spaces"
on page 252). PDF consumer applications should ignore CaICMYK color space at

tributes and render colors specified in this family as ijthEy had been specified using
DeviceCMYK.

The details ofthe CIE colorimetric system and the theory on which it is based are

beyond the scope of this book; see the Bibliography for sources of further in-

formation. The semantics of CIE-based color spaces are defined in terms of the

relationship between the spaces components and the tristimulus values X, Y, and

Z of the CIE 1931 XYZ space. The CaIRGB and Lab color spaces (PDF 1.1) are

special cases of three-component CIE-based color spaces, known as CIEJJased

ABC color spaces. These spaces are defined in terms of a two-stage, nonlinear

transformation ofthe CIE 1931 XYZ space. The formulation ofsuch color spaces

models a simple zone theory of color vision, consisting ofa nonlinear trichro»

matic first stage combined with a nonlinear opponent-color second stage, This

formulation allows colors to be digitized with minimum loss of fidelity, an impor-
tant consideration in sampled images.

Color values in a CIE-based ABC color space have three components, arbitrarily
named A, B, and C. The first stage transforms these components by first forcing
their values to a specified range, then applying decodingfunctions, and then mul»

tiplying the results by a 3—by-3 matrix, producing three intermediate components

arbitrarily named L, M, and N. The second stage transforms these intermediate

components in a similar fashion, producing the final X. Y, and Z components of

the CIE1931 XYZ space (see Figure 4.14),
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FIGURE 4.1! Component transformations in a ClE~l7ased ABC color space

Color spaces in the CIE~based families are defined by an array

[name dictionary]

where name is the name of the family and dictionary is a dictionary containing
parameters that further characterize the space. The entries in this dictionary have

specific interpretations that depend on the color space; some entries are required
and some are optional. See the sections on specific color space families, below, for

details.

Setting the current stroking or nonstroking color space to any CIE-based color

space initializes all components of the corresponding current color to 0.0 (unless
the range of valid values for a given component does not include 0.0, in which

case the nearest valid value is substituted.)

Note: The model and terminology used here—CIE-based ABC (above) and CIE»

based A (below—are derived from the PostScript language, which supports these

color spacefamilies in theirfitllgenerality. PDF supports specific use/u! cases quIE-
based ABC and ClE-based A spaces; most others can be represented as ICCBased

spaces.

CalGray Color Spaces

A CalGray color space (PDF 1.1) is a special case of a single-component CIE—

based color space, known as a CIE-lmsed A color space, This type of space is the

one-dimensional (and usually achromatic) analog of CiE—based ABC spaces

Color values in a CIE-based A space have a single component, arbitrarily named

A. Figure 4.15 illustrates the transformations of the A component to X, Y, and 2

components ofthe CIE 1931 XYZ space.
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FIGURE 4.15 Component transformations in a ClE-based A color space

A CalGray color space is a CIE-based A color space with only one transformation

stage instead of two. in this type ofspace, A represents the gray component ofa

calibrated gray space This component must be in the range 00 to Lot The decod—

ing function (denoted by “Decode A” in Figure 4.15) is a gamma function whose

coefficient is specified by the Gamma entry in the color space dictionary (see Ta-

ble 4.13), The transformation matrix denoted by “Matrix A” in the figure is de-

rived from the dictionary's WhitePoint entry, as described below. Since there is no

second transformation stage, “Decode LMN“ and “Matrix LMN" are implicitly
taken to be identity transformations

 
TABLE 4.13 Entries in a CalGray color space dictionary
 

KEV TYPE VRLUE

 
WhitePoinl

BlaekPoint

Gamma

array

array

number

(Required) An array of three numbers [Xw YWZW] specifying the tri»

stimulus value. in the CIE I931 XYZ space, of the diffuse white point; see

“CalRGB Color Spaces." below, for further discussion. The numbers Xw and

2“, must be positive, and YW must be equal to 1‘0.

(Optional) An array of three numbers [X3 YB Z13] specifying the tristimulus

value, in the C113 1931 XYZ space, of the diffuse black point; see “CalRGB

Color Spaces,” below, for further discussion. All three ofthese numbers must

be non-negative, Default value: [0.0 0.0 0.0].

(Optional) A number G defining the gamma for the gray (A) component. G

must be positive and is generally greater than or equal to L Default value: 1.
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The transformation defined by the Gamma and WhitePoint entries is

x:L ~xwaG
G

y:M:waA
G

Z=N zwa

In other words, the A component is first decoded by the gamma function, and the

result is multiplied by the components ofthe white point to obtain the L, M, and

N components of the intermediate representation. Since there is no second stage,
the L. M, and N components are also the X, Y, and Z components ofthe final rep-
resenlatiun.

The following examples illustrate interesting and useful special cases of (alGray

spaces. Example 4.5 establishes a space consisting ofthe Ydimension ofthe C15

1931 XYZ space with the CCIR XA/l l—recommended D65 white pointt

Example 4.5

[ /CalGray
<< lWhitePoinl [0.9505 1.0000 1.0890l >>

1

Example 4.6 establishes a calibrated gray space with the CCIR XA/ll—

recommended D65 white point and opto-electronic transfer fimction.

Example 4.6

l lCalGray
<< MhllEPOinl [Q9505 1.0000 1,0590]

(Gamma 2122

>>

CalRGB Color Spaces

A CalRGB color space is a CIE»based ABC color space with only one transforma-

tion stage instead of two. In this type of space, A, B, and C represent calibrated

red, green, and blue color Values. These three color components must be in the

range 0.0 to 1.0; component values falling outside that range are adjusted to the

nearest valid value without error indication. The decoding functions (denoted by
"Decade ABC” in Figure 4.14 on page 245) are gamma functions whose coeffi-
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cients are specified by the Gamma entry in the color space dictionary (see Table

4.14). The transformation matrix denoted by “Matrix ABC" in Figure 4.14 is de-

fined by the dictionary’s Matrix entry Since there is no second transformation

stage. ”Decode LMN" and “Matrix LMN" are implicitly taken to be identity trans»

formations,

 
TABLE 4.14 Entries in a CalRGB color spate dictionary
 

 

KEV TYPE VALUE

WhitePoint army (Required) An array ofthrec numbers [XW yw 2W] specifying the tristirnulus value,
in the GE 1931 XYZ space, of the diffuse white point; see below for further discus»

sion. The numbers XW and Z“. must be positive, and YW must be equal to 1.0,

ElackPoint array (Optional) An array ofthrec numbers [XE YB 213] spectfying the tristimulus value. in

the CIE 193] XYZ space, ofthc diffuse black point; see below for further discussion

All three ofthese numbers must be non-negative, Default value: [0.0 0.0 0.0].

Gamma army (Optional) An array ofthree numbers [GR GG GB] specifying the gamma for the red,

green, and blue (A, B, and C) components of the color space. Default value:

[1,0 1D LU].

Matrix array (Optional)An array ofnine numbers IX, YA 2,, X5 Y" 25 XC YC chspecifying
the linear interpretation of the decoded A, E, and C components of the color space

with respect to the final XYZ representation. Default value: the identity matrix

[100010001].

The WhitePoint and BIackPoint entries in the color space dictionary control the

overall effect ofthe ClE~based gamut mapping function described in Section 6.1,

"ClEvBased Color to Device Color." Typically, the colors specified by WhitePoint

and BlackPoint are mapped to the nearly lightest and nearly darkest achromatic

colors that the output device is capable of rendering in a way that preserves color

appearance and visual contrast.

WhitePoint is assumed to represent the diffuse achromatic highlight, not a specu-

Iar highlight. Specular highlights, achromatic or otherwise, are often reproduced

lighter than the diffuse highlight BlackPoint is assumed to represent the diffuse

achromatic shadow; its value is typically limited by the dynamic range of the in-

put device. ln images produced by a photographic system, the values of

WhitePoint and BlackPoint vary with exposure, system response, and artistic in-

tent; hence, their values are image-dependent,
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The transformation defined by the Gamma and Matrix entries in the CaIRGB color

space dictionary is

G G G
: L :XAXA R+XBXB G+xcxc“

GR G G
=

YAXAG +YBXB3 G+YCxC
8

R Go GB
=N=ZA><A +ZBxB +ZC><C

X

Y =

Z

In other words, the A, B, and C components are first decoded individually by the

gamma functions. The results are treated as a three-element vector and multi-

plied by Matrix (a 3-by-3 matrix) to obtain the L. M. and Ncomponents of the in-

termediate representation, Since there is no second stage, these are also the X, Y.

and Z components of the final representation,

Example 4.7 shows an example ofa CaIRGB color space for the CCIR XA/ll—

recommended D65 white paint with 1.8 gammas and Sony Trinitron phosphor
chromaticities.

Example 4.7

l ICaIRGB

<< MhitePoint [03505 1.0000 1.0390]

IGamma [1.8000 1.3000 18000]

IMatvix [ 0.4497 0.2446 0.0252

0.3163 0‘6720 0,1412

0.1845 0.0833 0.9227

l

>>

l

In some cases, the parameters of a CalRGB color space may be specified in terms

of the CIE 1931 chromaticity coordinates (xwyn), prays), (x545) of the red,

green, and blue phosphors, respectively, and the chromaticity (xw, yW) ofthe dif-

fuse white point corresponding to some linear RGB value (R, G, B), where usually
R = G = B = 1.0. Note that standard CIE notation uses lowercase letters to specify
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chromaticity coordinates and uppercase letters to specify tristimulus values Giv»

en this information, Matrix and WhitePoint can be found as follows:

2
:

ywxllxc“"alxl’k
'

("R'xalxz‘b l (XR’XG)X)’B)

: Q X
(xc‘xalew

"

(xw'xalxk l ("w’xclxzvs

 

 

A R z

xR

(ler ]X Y X— Z = Y X ,1
A A

YR
A A

YR

Y6 (”R‘xsl")’w
‘

(xw’xsleR + (xw’xnl’U'B
YB

— 7—

G 2

x 17::

XB—YBx—G zB:YBx[ “—1)ya yG

 

2

X5

[1’18 JX =Y><—— Z *Yx —t
C C

yB
C C

ya

Xw=XAxR+XBXG+chB

YW
=

YAXR+YBXG+YC><B

zw =ZAXR+ZBXG+ZCXB

Lab Color Spaces

A Lab color space is a CHE-based ABC color space with two transformation stages

(see Figure 4.14 on page 245). In this type ofspace, A, B, and C represent the L',

a”, and b‘ components ofa CIE 1976 L‘a'b’ space. The range of the first (L')

component is always 0 to 100; the ranges of the second and third (a' and (1')

components are defined by the Range entry in the color space dictionary (see

Table 4.15).

Plate 3 illustrates the coordinates of a typical Lab color space; Plate 4 compares

the gamuts (ranges of representable colors) for L‘a ‘b ', RGB, and CM YK spaces.
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KEV TYPE

TABLE 4.15 Entries In a Lab color spa“ dlctlonary

VALUE

 

whitePoint army

BlackPalnt

Range

array

array

(Required) An array ofthrce numbers [XW Y“, Zwl specifying the tristimulus value.

in the CIE 1931 XYZ space, of the difiusc white point: see "CalRGB Color Spaces” on

page 247 for further discussion. The numbers Xw and Zw must be positive, and YW
must be equal to 1.0.

(Opllouul) An array of three numbers [X8 YE ZB] specifying the tristimulus value, in

the CIE 193] XYZ space. of the diffuse black point; see "CalRGB Color Spaces" on

page 247 for further discussion. All three of those numbers must be non-negative.
Default value: [0.0 O10 O10].

(Optional) An array of four numbers lam"l am“ bmi“ bmul specifying the range of

valid values for the a‘ and b' (B and C) components ofthe color space—that is,

n
n
S u‘ S a

mu max

and

brntn 5 '7' S bmax

Component values falling outside the specified range are adjusted to the nearest valid

value without error indication, Default value: [4100 100 —100 IOU].
 

A Lab color space does not specify explicit decoding functions or matrix coef-

ficients for either stage of the transformation from L‘a‘b‘ space to XYZ space

(denoted by “Decode ABC," “Matrix ABC,” “Decode LMN," and “Matrix LMN" in

Figure 4.14 on page 245) Instead, these parameters have constant implicit values

The first transformation stage is defined by the equations

 

 

 

L = L‘+l6+a_‘
116 500

,

L‘+16
M

116

_

L’+16 b'
N _

116 ”200

The second transformation stage is given by

nX xwxgm
Y =

wag(M)
z =

ZWXg(N)
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where the function g(x) is defined as

g(x)
= x3 if x2%
— M i -

3(X)
-

841
X (x729) otherwrse

Example 48 defines the C113 1976 L‘n‘b‘ space with the CClR XA/l I—

recommended D65 white point. The a' and [7‘ components, although theoretical-

ly unbounded, are defined to lie in the useful range —128 to +127.

Example 4.3

[ /Lab

<< /WhitePotnt [0.9505 LOOOO 1.0390]

Range [—128 127 ,123 127]

>>

lCCBased Color Spaces

lCCBased color spaces (PDF 13) are based on a crossrplatl'orm color profile as

defined by the International Color Consortium (ICC). Unlike the CalGray,

CalRGB, and Lab color spaces, which are characterized by entries in the color

space dictionary, an lCCBased color space is characterized by a sequence of bytes
in a standard format. Details ofthe profile format can be found in the ICC speci-
fication (see the Bibliography).

An ICCBased color space is specified as an array:

l/lCCBased stream]

The stream contains the ICC profile Besides the usual entries common to all

streams (see Table 3‘4 on page 62). the profile stream has the additional entries

listed in Table 4.16,
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KEV

TABLE 4.16 Addltlonal entrles specific to an ICC profile stream dlnlonary
TYPE VALUE

 

Alternate

Range

Metadata

integer

array or

mime

array

stream

(Required) The number ofcolor components in the color space described by the ICC

profile data. This number must match the number olcomponents actually in the ICC

profile. As ofPDF 1.4, N must he I. 3, or4.

(Optional) An alternate color space to be used in case the one specified in the stream

data is not supported (for example, by applications designed for earlier versions of

PDF). The alternate space may be any valid color space (except a Pattern color space)
that has the number ofcomponents specified by N, lfthis entry is omitted and the ap-

plication does not understand the ICC profile data, the color space used is

DeviceGray. DeviceRGB, or DevlceCMVK, depending on whether the value ofN is 1, 3,

or 4, respectively.

Note: There is no ranvzrsian ofsource color values, such a: a tint transformation, when

using the alternate color space. Color values within the range ufthe lCthIsed color space

might not be with in the range afthe alternate calarspace. In this case. the neamt Values

within the range of the alternate space are substituted.

(Optional) An array on x N numbers [minn max” min. max, ] specifying the minA

imum and maximum valid values of the corresponding color components. These val-

ues must match the information in the [CC profile. Default value:

[0.01.0 0.01.0 ...].

(Optional; PDF L4) A mztndata stream containing metadata for the color space (see

Section 10.2.2, “Metadata Streams")
 

The ICC specification is an evolving standard Table 4.17 shows the versions of

the ICC specification on which the lCCBased color spaces supported by PDF Ver«

sions 1.3 and later are based. (Earlier versions of the ICC specification are also

supported.)

 

TABLE 4.17 ICC speclfication versions supported by ICCBased color spaces
 

 

PDF VERSION ICC SPECIFICATION VERSION

1.3 3.3

1.4 ICCtl:l998709 and its addendum ICC.lA:1999-04

L5

1.6

ICC.1:2001~12

ICCtl:ZDD3-D9
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PDF VERSION ICC SPECIFICATION VERSION
 

1.7 ICC.I:2004—ID
 

PDF producers and consumers should follow these guidelines:

- A consumer that supports a given PDF version is required to support ICC pro-

files conforming to the corresponding version (and earlier versions) of the ICC

specification, as described above. II may optionally support later ICC versions.

0 For the most predictable and consistent results, a producer ofa given PDF ver-

sion should embed only profiles conforming to the corresponding version of

the ICC specification.

o A PDF producer may embed profiles conforming to a later ICC version, with

the understanding that the results will vary depending on the capabilities ofthc

consumer, The consumer might process the profile while ignoring newer

features. or it might fail altogether to process the profile Therefore. it is recom-

mended that the producer provide an alternate color space (Alternate entry in

the ICCBased color space dictionary) containing a profile that is appropriate for

the PDF version

PDF supports only the profile types shown in Table 418; other types may be sup-

ported in the future. (In particular. note that XYZ and 16-bit L‘a‘b“ profiles are

not supported.) Each ofthe indicated fields musl have one ofthe values listed for

that field in the second column ofthe table, (Profiles must satisfy bath the criteria

shown in the table.) The terminology is taken from the ICC specifications.

 

TABLE 4.1a me want. types
 

 

HEADER FIELD REQUIRED VALUE

deviceclass icSigInputClass ('scnr')

icSigDisplayCiass t'mntr')

icSigomputClass (‘pnr‘j

icSigColorSpaceClass ('spac‘)

colorSpace icSigGrayData (‘GRAV'l

icSigRngata ('ch ')

IcSingykData ('CMYK')

icSigLabData ('Lab ')
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The terminology used in PDF color spaces and ICC color profiles is similar, but
sometimes the same terms are used with different meanings. For example. the
default value for each component in an Iccaased color space is 0. The range of
each color component is a funclion of the color space specified by the profile and
is indicated in the ICC specification. The ranges for several ICC color spaces are

shown in Table 4.19.

 
TABLE 4.19 Ranges lor typical ICC color spaces

ICC COLOR SPACE COMPONENT RANGES
 

 

Gray [0.0 L0]

R63 [00 1.0]

CMVK [00 1.0]

L‘a‘b' L‘: [o IOOJm' and b': [—l28 127]
 

Since the lCCBased color space is being used as a source color space, only the “to

CIE" profile information (AToB in ICC terminology) is used; the “from CIE”

(BToA) information is ignored when present. An ICC profile may also specify a

rendering intent, but PDF consumer applications ignore this information; the ren-

dering intent is specified in PDF by a separate parameter (see “Rendering Intents”

on page 260).

Note: The requirements stated above apply to on ICCBosed color space that is used

to specify the source colors ofgraphics objects. When such a space is used as the

blending color space for a transparency group in the transparent imaging model

(see Sections 7.2.3. “Blending Color Space"; 73, “Transparency Groups"; and 7.5.5,

“Transparency Group XObjects”), it must have both “to C15” (AToB) and
"

om

ClE" (BToA) information This is because the group color space is used as both the

destination for objects being painted within the group and the source for the

group's results. lCCprofiles are aLvo used in specifying output intentsjor matching
the color characteristics ofa PDF document with those ofa target output device or

production environment. When used in this context, they are subject to still other

constraints on the “to C15” and “from CIE” infomiation; see Section 10.104,

“Output Infants."for details.

The representations of lCCBased color spaces are less compact than CalGray,
CalRGB, and Lab, but can represent a wider range ofcolor spaces. In those cases

where a given color space can be expressed by more than one of the CIE-based
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color space families, the resulting colors are expected to be rendered similarly,
regardless ofthe method selected {or representation,

One particular color space is the so-called “standard RG
"

or sRGB, defined in

the lntemational Electrolechnical Commission (IEC) document Colour Measure-

ment and Management in Multimedia Systems and Equipment (see the Bibliogra-
phy). In PDF, the sRGB color space can be expressed precisely only as an

lCCBased space, although it can be approximated by a CalRGB space.

Example 4.9 shows an lCCBased color space for a typical three»componen| RGB

space. The profile’s data has been encoded in hexadecimal representation {or

readability; in actual practice, a lossless decompression filter such as FlateDecode

should be used.

Example 49

10 0 obj %Colorspare

l/lCCBased 15 0 R]

endobj

15 0 obj %|Ct prolilestream

<< IN 3

/Altemale lDeviteRGB

/Length 1605

/Filter IASCIIHexDecode

>>

stream

00 00 02 0C 61 70 70 6C 02 00 00 00 SD SE 74 72

52 47 42 20 58 59 5A 20 07 CB 00 02 0016 00 0E

00 22 00 2C 61 63 73 7O 41 50 50 4C 00 00 00 00

61 70 70 6C 00 00 04 01 00 00 DO 00 00 DO 00 02

00 00 00 00 00 00 F6 D4 00 01 00 00 00 00 D3 25

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

000000096465 73 63 OOOOOOFODOOO 007‘

72 59 59 5A 00 00 0164 00 00 0014 67 58 59 5A

00 00 01 7E 00 00 0014 62 58 59 5A 00 00 01 8C

00 00 00 14 72 54 52 43 00 00 0'! A0 00 00 00 CE

$7 54 52 43 00 00 01 BO 00 00 00 0E 62 54 52 43

00 00 01 CO 00 00 00 0E 77 74 70 74 00 00 01 D0

00 00 0014 63 7O 72 74 00 00 01 E4 00 00 00 27

64 65 73 63 00 00 00 00 00 00 0017 4170 70 6C
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65 20 3133 22 20 52 47 42 20 53 74 61 GE 64 61

72 64 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 DO 00 00 0017 4170

70 6C 65 20 31 33 22 20 52 47 42 20 53 74 61 6E

64 6172 64 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 DO 00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 DO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 DD 00

00 58 59 SA 53 59 5A 20 DO 00 00 00 00 00 53 0A

00 00 35 0F 00 00 03 30 58 59 5A 20 00 00 00 00

00 00 53 3D 00 00 AE 37 00 DO 15 76 59 59 5A 20

00 00 00 00 00 00 40 89 00 001C AF 00 00 BA 82

63 75 72 76 00 00 DO 00 00 00 00 01 01 CC 63 75

63 75 72 76 DD 00 00 00 00 00 00 01 01 CC 63 75

63 75 72 76 00 00 00 00 DD 00 00 01 01 CC 58 59

58 59 5A 20 DO 00 00 00 00 00 F313 00 0100 00

00 01 67 E7 74 65 7B 74 00 00 00 00 20 43 6F 70

79 72 69 67 68 74 20 41 70 70 6C 65 20 43 6F 6D

70 75 74 65 72 73 20 3139 39 34 00 >

endstream

endobj

Default Color Spaces

Colors that are specified in a device color space (DeviceGray, DeviceRGB, or

DeviceCMYK) are devicedependent. By setting default color spaces (PDF 1.1), a

PDF document can request that such colors be systematically transformed

(remapped) into device-independent ClE-based color spaces. This capability can

be useful in a variety ofcircumstancesz

- A document originally intended for one output device is redirected to a differ—

ent device.

I A document is intended to be compatible with applications designed for earlier

versions ofPDF and thus cannot specify CIE-based colors directly.

0 Color corrections or rendering intents need to be applied to device colors (see

“Rendering intents" on page 260).

A color space is selectedkfor painting each graphics object. This is either the cur-

rent color space parameter in the graphics state or a color space given as an entry
in an image XObject, inline image, or shading dictionary, Regardless of how the

color space is specified, it may be subject to remapping as described below.
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When a device color space is selected, the ColorSpace subdictionary of the cur-

rent resource dictionary (see Section 3.7.2, “Resource Dictionaries") is checked

for the presence of an entry designating a corresponding default color space

(DefaultGray, DefaultRGB, or DefaultCMVK, corresponding to DeviceGray,

DeviceRGB, or DeviceCMYK, respectively). If such an entry is present, its value is

used as the color space for the operation currently being performed. (Ifthe appli-
cation does not recognize this color space, no remapping occurs; the original de-

vice color space is used.)

Color values in the original device color space are passed unchanged to the

default color space, which must have the same number of components as the

original space. The default color space should be chosen to be compatible with

the original. taking into account the components‘ ranges and whether the compo»

nents are additive or subtractive. lfa color value lies outside the range of the de-

fault color space, it is adjusted to the nearest valid valuei

Note: Any color space ollwr than a Lab, Indexed, or Pattern color space may be uscd

as a default color space provided that it is compatible with the original device color

space as described above.

If the selected space is a special color space based on an underlying device color

space, the default color space is used in place ofthe underlying space. This applies
to the following color spaces:

I The underlying color space ofa Pattern color space

. The base color space ofan Indexed color space

0 The alternate color space ofa Separation or DeviceN color space (but only ifthe

alternate color space is actually selected)

See Section 45.5, "Special Color Spaces,” for details on these color spaces.

Note: There is no conversion ofcolor values, such as a tint transformation. when us-

ing the default color space. Color values that are within the range aflhc device color

space might not be within the range aflhe default color space (particularly ifthe de-

fault is an ICCBased color space), In this case, the nearest values within the range of
the default space are used, For this reason, a Lab color space is not permitted as the

DefoultRGB color space.
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Implicit Conversion of ClE-Based Color Spaces

in workflows in which PDF documents are intended for rendering on a specific
target output device (such as a printing press with particular inks and media), it is

often useful to specify the source colors {or some or all ofa document’s objects in
a CHE—based color space that matches the calibration of the intended device. The

resulting document, although tailored to the specific characteristics ofthe target
device, remains device-independent and will produce reasonable results if re-

targeted lo a different output device. However, the expectation is that ifthe docu-
ment is printed on the intended target device, source colors that have been

specified in a color space matching the calibration ofthe device will pass through
unchanged, without conversion to and from the intermediate C113 1931 XYZ

space as depicted in Figure 4.14 on page 245.

In particular, when colors intended for a CMYK output device are specified in an

ICCBased color space using a matching CMYK printing profile. converting such

colors from four components to three and back is unnecessary and results in a

loss of fidelity in the black component. In such cases, PDF consumer applications
may provide the ability for the user to specify a particular calibration to use for

printing, proofing, or previewing. This calibration is then considered to be that of

the native color space ofthe intended output device (typically DeviceCMVK), and

colors expressed in a ClE-based source color space matching it can be treated as if

they were specified directly in the device’s native color space. Note that the condi-

tions under which such implicit conversion is done cannot be specified in PDF,

since nothing in PDF describes the calibration of the output device (although an

output intent dictionary, if present, may suggest such a calibration; see Section

10.104, “Output Intents"). The conversion is completely hidden by the applica-
tion and plays no part in the interpretation ofPDF color spaces.

When this type of implicit conversion is done. all of the semantics ofthe device

color space should also apply, even though they do not apply to CIE-based spaces
in general. In particular:

- The nonzero overprint mode (see Section 4.5.6. “Overprint Control") deter-

mines the interpretation ofcolor component values in the space.

. if the space is used as the blending color space for a transparency group in the

transparent imaging model (see Sections 7.2.3, “Blending Color Space“; 7.3,

“Transparency Groups"; and 7.5.5, “Transparency Group XObjects"), compo-
nents ofthe space, such as Cyan, can be selected in a Separation or DeviceN col-
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or space used within the group (see “Separation Color Spaces" on page 264 and

“DeviceN Color Spaces” on page 268).

0 Likewise, any uses ofdevice color spaces for objects within such a transparency
group have well-defined conversions to the group color space.

Note: A source color space can be specified directly (for example. with an lCCBased

color space) or indirectly using the default color space mechanism (for example,
DefaultL‘MYK; see “Default Color Spaces" on page 257), The implicit conversion ofa
CIE-based color space to a device space should not depend on whether the CIE-

based space is specified directly or indirectly.

Rendering intents

Although CIEabased color specifications are theoretically device-independent,
they are subject to practical limitations in the color reproduction capabilities of

the output device. Such limitations may sometimes require compromises to be

made among various properties ofa color specification when rendering colors for

a given device. Specifying a rendering intent (PDF 1.1) allows a PDF file to set pri-
orities regarding which ofthese properties to preserve and which to sacrifice, For

example, the PDF file might request that colors falling within the output devices

gamut (the range of colors it can reproduce) be rendered exactly while sacrificing
the accuracy of out-of-gamut colors, or that a scanned image such as a photo-
graph be rendered in a perceptually pleasing manner at the cost of strict colori»

metric accuracy

Rendering intents are specified with the ri operator (see Section 4.3.3, “Graphics
State Operators”), the RI entry in a graphics state parameter dictionary (see Sec-

tion 4.14)) and with the Intent entry in image dictionaries (Section 4.8.4, “Image
Dictionaries”). The value is a name identifying the rendering intent. Table 4.20

lists the standard rendering intents recognized in the initial release ofPDF viewer

applications from Adobe Systems; Plate 5 illustrates their effects These intents

have been deliberately chosen to correspond closely to those defined by the Inter-

national Color Consortium (ICC), an industry organization that has developed
standards for device-independent color. Note, however, that the exact set of ren—

dering intents supported may vary from one output device to another; a particu~
lar device may not support all possible intents or may support additional ones

beyond those listed in the table, If the application does not recognize the speci—
fied name, it uses the RelativeColorimetric intent by default.
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See Section 7.6.4, “Rendering Parameters and Transparency," and in particular
“Rendering Intent and Color Conversions” on page 574. for further discussion of
the role of rendering intents in the transparent imaging model.

 

TABLE 4.20 Renderlng intents

NAME DESCRIPTION
 

AbsoluteCoIorimetric Colors are represented solely with respect to the light source; no

correction is made for the output medium‘s while point (such as

the color of unprinted paper). Thus, for example, a monitor's

white point, which is bluish compared to that via printer's pa-

per, would be reproduced with a blue cast. ln»gamut colors are

reproduced exactly; out-ofvgantut colors are mapped to the

nearest value within the reproducible gamut. This style ofrcpro—
duction has the advantage of providing exact color matches

from one output medium to another. It has the disadvantage of

causing colors with Y values between the medium's white paint
and 1.0 to be out ofgamut. A typical use might be {or logos and

solid colors that require exact reproduction across different me-

dia.

RelativeColorimelrk Colors are represented with respect to the combination of the

light source and the output niedium‘s white point (such as the

color of unprinted paper). Thus. for example. a monitor's white

point would be reproduced on a printer by simply leaving the

paper unmarked, ignoring color differences between the two

media. ll’l'gnl'lllfl colors are reproduced exactly; out—of»gamut
colors are mapped to the nearest value within the reproducible

gamut. This style of reproduction has the advantage of adapting
for the varying white points ofdifferent output media. It has the

disadvantage ofnot providing exact color matches front one me-

dium to another. A typical use might be for vector graphics.

Saturation Colors are represented in a manner that preserves or emphasizes
saturation. Reproduction of inrgamut colors may or may not be

colorimetrically accurate. A typical use might be for business

graphics. where saturation is the most important attribute otthe

color.
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NAME DESCRIPTION

Perceptual Colors are represented in a manner that provides a pleasing per-

ceptual appearance. To preserve color relationships. both in~

gamul and out~ofrgamut colors are generally modified from

their precise colorimetric values. A typical use might be for

scanned images
  

Special Color Spaces

Special color spaces add features or propenies to an underlying color space.

There are four special color space families: Pattern, Indexed, Separation. and

DeviceN.

Pattern Color Spaces

A Pattern color space (PDF 1.2) enables a PDF content stream to paint an area

with a pattern rather than a single color. The pattern may be either a rilingpanem

(type 1) or a shading pattern (type 2). Section 4.6, “Patterns." discusses patterns in

detail.

Indexed Color Spaces

An Indexed color space allows a PDF content stream to use small integers as indi-

ces into a color map or color tab]: ofarbitrary colors in some other space. A PDF

consumer application treats each sample value as an index into the color table

and uses the color value it finds there. This technique can considerably reduce the

amount of data required to represent a sampled image—for example, by using
8-bit index values as samples instead of24-bil RGB color values.

An Indexed color space is defined by a four—element array:

I/Indexed base hival lockup]

The first element is the color space family name Indexed. The remaining ele-

ments are parameters that an Indexed color space requires; their meanings are

discussed below. Setting the current stroking or nonstroking color space to an

Indexed color space initializes the corresponding current color to 0.
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The base parameter is an array or name that identifies the base color space in
which the values in the color table are to be interpreted. It can be any device or

CIE-based color space or (in PDF 1.3) 3 Separation or DevlceN space, but not a
Pattern space or another Indexed space. For example, if the base color space is
DeviceRGB, the values in the color table are to be interpreted as red, green, and
blue components: if the base color space is a ClE—based ABC space such as a

CaIRGB or Lab space, the values are to be interpreted as A, B. and Ccomponcnts.

Nate: Attempting to use a Separation or DeviceN color space as the base for an

Indexed color space generates an error in PDF 1.2.

The hival parameter is an integer that specifies the maximum valid index value. In
other words, the color table is to be indexed by integers in the range 0 to him].

hival can be no greater than 255, which is the integer required to index a table
with 8-bit index values.

The color table is defined by the lookup parameter, which can be either a stream

or (in PDF 1.2) a byte string. It provides the mapping between index values and
the corresponding colors in the base color space.

The color table data must be m x (hival + 1) bytes long, where In is the number of

color components in the base color space. Each byte is an unsigned integer in the

range 0 to 255 that is scaled to the range ofthe corresponding color component in

the base color space; that is, 0 corresponds to the minimum value in the range for

that component, and 255 corresponds to the maximum.

Note: PostScript uses a diflierent interpretation ofan Indexed color space’s color to-

ble. In PosIScript, the component value is always scaled to the range 0.0 to 1.0, re-

gardless of the range of color value: in the base color space.

The color components for each entry in the table appear consecutively in the

string or stream. For example, if the base color space is DeviceRGB and the

indexed color space contains two colors, the order ofbytes in the string or stream

is R0 Go 30 R. G‘ B‘, where letters denote the color component and numeric

subscripts denote the table entry.

Example 4.10 illustrates the specification of an Indexed color space that maps
8-bit index values to three-component color values in the DeviceRGB color space.
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Example 4.10

[ lindexed

meviceRGB

255

<OODUDD FFODDD DDFFOO OOOOFF BS7342 .,.>

]

The example shows only the first five color values in the lookup string; in all. there

should be 256 color values and the string should be 768 bytes long. Having
established this color space. the program can now specify colors as single—compo-
nent values in the range 0 to 255. For example, a color value 01'4 selects an RGB

color whose components are coded as the hexadecimal integers BS. 73, and 42.

Dividing these by 255 and scaling the results to the range 0.0 to 1.0 yields a color

with red, green, and blue components of0.710.0t451. and 0.259, respectively.

Although an Indexed color space is useful mainly for images, index values can

also be used with the color selection operators 5C, SCN. sc. and scn. For example:

123 st

selects the same color as does an image sample value of123. The index value

should be an integer in the range 0 to hival, If the value is a real number, it is

rounded to the nearest integer; if it is outside the range 0 to hival. it is adjusted to

the nearest value within that range.

Separation Color Spaces

Color output devices produce full color by combining primary or process

colorants in varying amounts. On an additive color device such as a display, the

primary colorants consist of red, green, and blue phosphors; on a subtractive de-

vice such as a printer, they typically consist of cyan. magenta, yellow. and some-

times black inks, In addition. some devices can apply special colorants, often

called spot colorants. to produce effects that cannot be achieved with the standard

process colorants alone. Examples include metallic and fluorescent colors and

special textures.

When printing a page. most devices produce a single composite page on which all

process colorants (and spot colorants. if any) are combined. However, some de-

vices. such as imagesctters, produce a separate. monochromatic rendition oi'the

page. called a separation, {or each colorant, When the separations are later com»
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bined—on a printing press. for example—and the proper inks or other colorants

are applied to them. the result is a full-color page,

A Separation color space (PDF 1.2) provides a means for specifying the use of

additional colorants or for isolating the control ofindiv-idual color components of

a device color space for a subtractive device. When such a space is the current

color space, the current color is a single-component value. called a tint, that con-

trols the application oflhe given colorant or color components only.

Note: The term separation is often misused as a synonym for an individual device

coloronl, In the context of this discussion. a printing system that produces separa-
tions generates a separate piece ofphysical medium (generally film) for each color-

ant, It is these pieces ofphysical medium that are correctly referred to as separations.
A particular colorant properly constitutes a separation only if the device is generat-

ing physical separations, one of which corresponds to the given colorant. The

Separation color space is so namcdfor historical reasons, but it has evolved to the

broader purpose ofcontrolling the application of individual colorants in general, re-

gardless ofwhether they are actually realized as physical separations

Note also that the operation ofa Separation color space itself is independent of the

characteristics ofany particular output device. Depending on the device. the space

may or may not correspond to a true, physical separation or to an actual colorant.

For example, a Separation color space could be used to control the application of a

single process colorant (such as cyan) on a composite device that does not produce

physical separations, or could reprfienl a color (such as orange)for which no specif-
ic colorant exists on the device. A Separation color space provides consistent. pre-

dictable behavior. even on devices that cannot directly generate the requested color.

A Separation color space is defined as follows:

[/Separation name alremateSpace tinrrransfon-n]

In other words, it is a four-element array whose first element is the color space

family name Separation. The remaining elements are parameters that a

Separation color space requires; their meanings are discussed below.

A color value in a Separation color space consists Ola single tint component in

the range 0.0 to l.0. The value 00 represents the minimum amount of colorant

that can be applied; 1.0 represents the maximum. Tints are always treated as

subtractive colors, even if the device produces output for the designated compo
nent by an additive method. Thus, a tint value of 0.0 denotes the lightest color
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that can be achieved with the given colorant, and 1.0 is the darkest. (This conven-

tion is the same as for DeviceCMYK color components but opposite to the one for

DeviceGray and DeviceRGB.) The initial value for both the stroking and non-

stroking color in the graphics state is 1.0. The SCN and scn operators respectively
set the current stroking and nonstroking color to a tint value. A sampled image
with single-component samples can also be used as a source oftint values.

The name parameter is a name object specifying the name of the colorant that

this Separation color space is intended to represent (or one of the special names

All or None; see below). Such colorant names are arbitrary. and there can be any

number ofthem, subject to implementation limits.

The special colorant name All refers collectively to all colorants available on an

output deV'ice, including those for the standard process colorants. When a

Separation space with this colorant name is the current color space, painting

operators apply tint values to all available colorants at once. This is useful for pur-

poses such as painting registration targets in the same place on every separation.
Such marks are typically painted as the last step in composing a page to ensure

that they are not overwritten by subsequent painting operations.

The special colorant name None never produces any visible output. Painting op-

erations in 3 Separation space with this colorant name have no effect on the cur—

rent page.

All devices support Separation color spaces with the colorant names All and

None, even if they do not support any others. Separation spaces with either of

these colorant names ignore the alternateSpace and tintTransform parameters (dis-

cussed below), although valid values must still be provided.

At the moment the color space is set to a Separation space. the consumer applica-
tion determines whether the device has an available colorant corresponding to

the name of the requested space. If so, the application ignores the alternateSpace

and tintT/ansform parameters; subsequent painting operations within the space

apply the designated colorant directly, according to the tint values supplied.

Nate: The preceding paragraph applies only to subtractive output devices such as

printers and imagesctters. For an additive device such as a computer display, a

Separation color space never applies a process colorant directly; it always reverts to

the alternate color space as described below. This is because the model ofapplying

process colorants independently does not work as intended an an additive device;for
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instance, painting tints of the Red component on a white background produces a

ram]! that variesfrom white to cyan.

Note that this exception applies only to coiamntsfor additive devices, not to the spe«
cifir: names Red, Green, and Blue. In contrast, a printer might have a (subtractive)
ink named, for example, Red, which should work as a Separation color space just
the some as any other supported colorant.

If the colorant name associated with a Separation color space does not cor-

respond to a colorant available on the device, the application arranges for subse~

quent painting operations to be performed in an alternate color space. The

intended colors can be approximated by colors in a device or CIE<based color

space, which are then rendered with the usual primary or process colorants:

- The alternateSpace parameter must be an array or name object that identifies

the alternate color space, which can be any device or ClE~based color space but

not another special color space (Pattern, Indexed, Separation, or DeviceN).

- The tintTronsform parameter must be a function (see Section 3.9, “Functions").

During subsequent painting operations, an application calls this function to

transform a tint value into color component values in the alternate color space.

The function is called with the tint value and must return the corresponding
color component values That is. the number ofcomponents and the interpre-
tation oftheir values depend on the alternate color space,

Note: Painting in the alternate color space may produce a good approximation of
the intended color when only opaque objects are painted. However. it does not cor-

rectly represent the interactions between an object and its backdrop when the object
is painted with transparency or when overprinting (see Section 1156, "Overprint
Control ") is enabled.

Example 4,11 illustrates the specification of: Separation color Space (object 5)

that is intended to produce a color named LogoGreen. If the output device has no

colorant corresponding to this color, DeviceCMYK is used as the alternate color

space, and the tint transformation function (object 12) maps tint values linearly
into shades ofa CMYK color value approximating the LogoGreen color.
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Example 4.1 1

5 0 obj %Colorspa(e

[ ISeparation

AogoGreen

/DeviceCMYK

12 0 R

l

endobj

12 0 obj *Tinttranslormation tunerion

<< /FunctionType 4

/Domain [0.0 1.0l

[Range [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0]

/Length 62

>>

stream

{ dup 0.84 mul

exch 0.00 exch dup 0.44 mul

exch 0.21 mul

I

endstream

endobj

See Section 7.6.2, “Spot Colors and Transparency,” for further discussion of the

role ofSeparation color spaces in the transparent imaging model.

DeviceN Color Spaces

DeviceN color spaces (PDF 1.3) can contain an arbitrary number of color compo-
nents. They provide greater flexibility than is possible with standard device color

spaces such as DeviceCMYK or with individual Separation color spaces. For ex-

ample, it is possible to create a DevieeN color space consisting of only the cyan,

magenta, and yellow color components, with the black component excluded.

DeviceN color spaces are used in applications such as these:

- High—fidelity color is the use of more than the standard CMYK process colo-

rants to produce an extended gamul, or range of colors. A popular example is
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the PANTONE Hexachrome system, which uses six colorants: the usual cyan,

magenta, yellow, and black, plus orange and green.

0 Multitonc color systems use a single-component image to specify multiple color

components. In a duotune, for example, a single—component image can be used

to specify both the black component and a spot color component. The tone

reproduction is generally different for the different components. For example,
the black component might be painted with the exact sample data from the sin~

glc-component image: the spot color component might be generated as a

nonlinear function ofthe image data in a manner that emphasizes the shadows.

Plate 6 shows an example that uses black and magenta color components. In

Plate 7, a single-component grayscale image is used to generate a qtmdtane re-

sult that uses four colorants: black and three PANTONE spot colors. See Exam»

plc 4.21 on page 282 for the code used to generate this image.

DeviceN was designed to represent color spaces containing multiple components
that correspond to colorants of some target device. As with Separation color

spaces, PDF consumer applications must be able to approximate the colorants if

they are not available on the current output device, such as a display, To accom—

plish this, the color space definition provides a tint transformation function that

can be used to convert all the components to an alternate color space.

PDF 1.6 extends the meaning of DeviceN to include color spaces that are referred

to as NChanneI color spaces. Such color spaces may contain an arbitrary number

ofspot and process components, which may or may not correspond to specific
device colorants (the process components must be from a single process color

space). They provide information about each component that allows applications
more flexibility in converting colors. For example, they may use their own blend—

ing algorithms for on»screen viewing and composite printing, rather than being

required to use a specified tint transformation function. These color spaces are

identified by a value of Nchannel for the Subtype entry of the attributes dictio-

nary (see Table 4.21). A value of DeviceN for the Subtype entry, or no value,

means that only the previous features are supported. PDF consumer applications
that do not support PDF 1.6 treat these color spaces as normal DeviceN color

spaces and use the tint transformation function as appropriate. Producer applica-
tions using the NChannel features should follow certain guidelines, as noted

throughout this section, to achieve good backward compatibility.

DeviceN color spaces are defined in a similar way to Separation color spaces—in

fact, a Separation color space can be defined as a DeviceN color space with only
one component.
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A DeviceN color space is specified as follows:

[/DevuceN name: allemalefipace rianmnsform]

or

[/DeerN names alremaleSpace rimensform altlibutes]

It is a four- or five—element array whose first element is the color space family
name DeviceN. The remaining elements are parameters that a DeviceN color

space requires.

The names parameter is an array of name objects specifying the individual color

components. The length of the array determines the number of components in

the DeviceN color space, which is subject to an implementation limit; see Appen-
dix C.The component names must all be different from one another, except for

the name None, which can be repeated as described later in this section. (The

special name Au, used by Separation color spaces, is not allowed)

Color values are tint components in the rahge 0.0 to 1.0:

- For DeviceN color spaces that do not have a subtype of NChannel, 0.0 always

represents the minimum amount of colorant; 1.0 represents the maximum.

Tints are always treated as subtractive colors. even if the device produces out-

put for the designated component by an additive method. Thus, a tint value of

0.0 denotes the lightest color that can be achieved with the given colorant, and

1.0 the darkest. (This convention is the same one as {or DeviceCMYK color

components but opposite to the one for DeviceGray and DeviceRGB.)

o For NChannel color spaces, values for additive process colors (such as R68) are

specified in their natural form, where 1.0 represents maximum intensity ofcol-

01'.

When this space is set to the current color space (using the CS or cs operators),
each component is given an initial value of 1.0. The SCN and scn operators re-

spectively set the current stroking and nonstroking color. Operand values sup-

plied to SCN or scn are interpreted as color component values in the order in

which the colors are given in the names array, as are the values in a sampled im—

age that uses a DeviceN color space.

The alternateSpace parameter is an array or name object that can be any device or

ClE-based color space but not another special color space (Pattern, Indexed,

Separation, or DeviceN). When the color space is set to a DeviceN space, ifany of
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the component names in the color space do not correspond to a colorant avail-

able on the device, the PDF consumer application can perform subsequent paint»
ing operations in the alternate color space specified by this parameter.

Note: For NChannel color spaces, the components are evaluated individually,- that

is, only Ihc ones not present on the output device use the alternate color space.

The tintTransform parameter specifies a function (see Section 33, “Functions”)
that is used to transform the tint values into the alternate color space. It is called

with n tint values and returns m color component values, where n is the number

ofcomponents needed to specify a color in the DeviceN color space and m is the

number required by the alternate color space.

Note: Painting in the alternate color space may produce a good approximation of
the intended color when only opaque objects are painted. However, it does not cor-

rectly represent the interactions between an object and its backdrop when the object
is painted with transparency or when overprinling (see Section 4.5.6, "Overprint
Control”) is enabled.

The color component name None, which may be present only for DeviceN color

spaces that do not have the NChannel subtype, indicates that the corresponding
color component is never painted on the page, as in a Separation color space for

the None colorant. (However, see implementation note 48 in Appendix H.) When

a DeviceN color space is painting the named device colorants directly, color com-

ponents corresponding to None colorants are discarded. However, when the

DeviceN color space reverts to its alternate color space, those components are

passed to the tint transformation function, which can use them as desired,

Note: A DeviceN color space whose component colorant names are all None always
discards its output, just the same as a Separation color space for None; it never

reverts to the alternate color space. Reversion occurs only ifat least one color com-

ponent {other than None) is specified and is not available on the device.

The optional attributes parameter is a dictionary (see Table 421) containing addi-

tional information about the components of color space that PDF consumer ap<

plications may use. PDF consumers are not required to use the olremateSpace and

tianronsforrn parameters, and may instead use custom blending algorithms, along
with other information provided in the attributes dictionary if present. (If the val-

ue of the Subtype entry in the attributes dictionary is NChannel, such informa~

tion must be present.) However, alternateSpoce and tintT/anstorm must always be

provided for applications that want to use them or do not support PDF 1.6.
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TABLE 4.21 Entries in I DevkeN color space attrlbutes dictionary
 

VALUE
 

KEV TYPE

Subtype name

Colorants dictionary

Process dictionary

MixingHints dictionary

(Optimal; PDF L6) A name specifying the preferred treatment {or the color

space. Possible Values arc DeviceN and NChannel. Default value: DevlceN.

(Required ifSubrype is NChanncl and the color space includes spa! colorants; other

wise opuorml) A dictionary describing the individual colorants used in the

DeviceN color space. For each entry in this dictionary. the key is a colorant name

and the value is an array defining a Separation color space for that colorant (sec

“Separation Color Spaces" on page 264). The key must match the colorant name

given in that color space,

This dictionary provides information about the individual colorants that may be

useful to some applications. In particular, the alternate color space and tint trans-

{ormation function of a Separatlon color space describe the appearance of that

colorant alone, whereas those ola DeviceN color space describe only the appear

ance ofits colorants in combination.

IISubtype is NChannel, this dictionary must have entries for all spot colorants in

this color space. This dictionary may also include additional colorants not used

by this color space.

(Required y'Subtype ts NChannel and the color space includes components oft: pro-

cess color space, otherwise optional; PDF 1.6) A dictionary (see Table 4.22) that tile

scribes the process color space whose components are included in this color

space.

(Optional; PDF 1,6) A dictionary (see Table 423) that specifies optional attributes

ofthe inks to be used in blending calculations when used as an alternative to the

tint transformation function.
 

A value of NChannel for the Subtype entry indicates that some of the other en-

tries in this dictionary are required rather than optional. The Colorants entry

specifies a colorants dictionary that contains entries for all the spot colorants in

the color space; they are defined using individual Separation color spaces. The

Process entry specifies a process dictionary (see Table 4.22) that identifies the pro-

cess color space that is used by this color space and the names of its components.

It must be present if Subtype is NChannel and the color space has process color

components. (An NChannel color space may contain components from at most

one process color space.)
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For color spaces that have a value of Nchannel for the Subtype entry in the at~

tributes dictionary (see Table 4.21), the following restrictions apply to process
colors:

- There can be color components from at most one process color space. which
can be any device or ClE-based color spaces

- For a non»CMYK color space. the names of the process components must ap-
pear sequentially in the names array, in the normal color space order (for exam-

ple, Red, Green, and Blue). However, the names in the names array need not

match the actual color space names (for example, a Red component need not be
named Red).The mapping of names is specified in the process dictionary (see
Table 4.22 and discussion below). which is required to be present.

- Definitions for process colorants should not appear in the colorants dictionary,
Any such definition should be ignored ifthe colorant is also present in the pro-
cess dictionary. Any component not specified in the process dictionary is con-

sidered to be a spot colorant,

- For a CMYK color space, a subset of the components may be present, and they
may appear in any order in the names array. The reserved names Cyan,

Magenta, Yellow, and Black are always considered to be process colors, which

do not necessarily correspond to the colorants of a specific device; they are not

required to have entries in the process dictionary.

0 The values associated with the process components must be stored in their nat-

ural form (that is, subtractive color values for CMYK and additive color values

for RGB). since they are interpreted directly as process values by consumers

making use of the process dictionary. (For additive color spaces, this is the re-

verse of how color values are specified for DeviceN, as described above in the

discussion ofthe names parameter.)

The MixingHints entry in the attributes dictionary specifies a mixing hints dictio»

nary (see Table 4.23) that provides information about the characteristics of colo-

rants that can be used in blending calculations when the actual colorants are not

available on the target device Applications are not required to use this informa~

tion,
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TABLE 4.22 Entries in a DeviceN process dictionary
 

 

KEY TYPE VALUE

ColorSpace name or (Required) A name or array identifying the process color space, which may be any

array device or CIErbased color space Il'an ICCBased color space is specrt‘ted, it must

provide calibration information appropriate for the process color components

specified in the names array ofthe DeviceN color space,

Components array (Required) An array ofcomponent names that correspond, in order, to the come

ponents of the process color space specified in CotorSpace. For example. an RGB

color space must have three names corresponding to red, green, and blue. The

names may be arbitrary (that is, not the same as the standard names for the color

space components) and must match Lhose specified in the names array of the

DeviceN color space, even ifall components are not present in the names array.
 

 

TABLE 4.23 Entries in a DeviceN mixing hints dictionary

KEV TYPE VALUE
 

 

Solidities dictionary (Optional) A dictionary specifying the solidity of inks to be used in blending
calculations when used as an alternative to the tint transformation function.

For each entry, the key is a colorant name, and the wlue is a number between

0.0 and 1.0. This dictionary need not contain entries for all colorants used in

this color space; it may also include additional colorants not used by this color

space.

A value of 1.0 simulates an ink that completely covers the inks beneath; a value

of [10 simulates a transparent ink that completely reveals the inks beneath. An

entry with a key ofDeiault specifies a value to be used by all components in the

associated DeviceN color space for which a solidity value is not explicitly pro-

vided. if Default is not present, the default value for unspecified colorants is

0.0; applications may choose to use other values.

Ifthis entry is present, Prlntingorder must also be present.

PrintingOrder array (Required ifSoli'dities is present) An array of colorant names, specifying the or

der in which inks are laid down. Each component in the names array or the

DeviceN color space must appear in this array (although the order is unrelated

to the order specified in the names array). This entry may also list colorants

unused by this specific DeviceN instance,
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KEV
 

TVPE VALUE

 

Domain

 

dictionary (Optional) A dictionary specifying the dot gain of inks to be used in blending
calculations when used as an alternative to the tint transformation function.

Dot gain (or loss) represents the amount by which a printer‘s halftone dots

change as the ink spreads and Is absorbed by paper.

For each entry, the key is a colorant name. and the value is a function that maps
values in the range 0 to l to values in the range 0 to 1.The dictionary may list

colorants unused by this specific DeviceN instance and need not list all colo-

rants. An entry with a key ofDefault specifies a function to be used by all Colo»

rants for which a dot gain function is not explicitly specified.

PDF consumer applications may ignore values in this dictionary when other

sources of dot gain information are available. such as [CC profiles associated

with the process color space or tint transformation functions associated with

individual colorants.

Each entry in the mixing hints dictionary refers to colorant names, which include

spot colorants referenced by the Colomnts dictionary Under some circumstanc-

es, they may also refer to one or more individual process components called

Cyan. Magenta, Yellow. or Black when DeviceCMVK is specified as the process col-

or space in the process dictionary However, applications should ignore these pro-

cess component entries ifthey can obtain the information from an ICC profile.

Note: The mixing hints subdictionaria (as well as the colorants dictionary) may

specify colorants Ihat are not used in any given instance of a DeviceN color space.

This allows them to be referenced from multiple DeviceN color spaces. which can

produce smallerfile sizes as well as consistent color definitions across inslnnces.

For consistency of color, PDF consumers should follow these guidelines:

0 The consumer should apply either the specified tint transformation function or

invoke the same alternative blending algorithm for all DeviceN instances in the

document.

Note: When the tint transformation function is used, the burden is on the produc-
er to guarantee Ihot the individualfunction definitions chosen for all DeviceN in-

stances producc similar color appearances throughout the document.

- Blending algorithms should produce a similar appearance for colors when they

are used as separation colors or as a component ofa DeviceN color space.
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Example 4.12 shows a DeviceN color space consisting of three color components
named Orange, Green» and Nonei In this example, the DeviceN color space,

object 30, has an attributes dictionary whose Colorants entry is an indirect refer»

ence to object 45 (which might also be referenced by attributes dictionaries of

other DeviceN color spaces). tintTransfarml, whose definition is not shown, maps

three color components (tints of the colorants Orange, Green, and None) to four

color components in the alternate color space, DeviceCMYK. tintTransformZ maps
a single color component (an orange tint) to four components in DeviceCMYK.

Likewise, tintTransfaIm3 maps a green tint to DeviceCMYK, and tintTransIorn-M

maps a tint ofPANTON'E 131 to DevieeCMYK.

Example 4.12

30 0 ob; %Colorspace

l /DevvceN

[/Orange (Green /Ncne]

/DeviceCMYK

tintTranS/arm 1

<< [Colorants 450R >>

]

endobj

45 0 Obj %Co|orants dictionary
<< IOrange [/Separation

[Orange

/DeviceCMYK

tintTransfarmZ

J .

/Green i ISeparation

/Gteen

IDeviceCMYK

timensIormJ

)

IPANTONE¥20131 [ /Separation

IPANTONEVZOBI

/DeviceCMVK

tintTrans/olm4

>>

endobj
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Examples 4.13 through 4.16 show the use ofNChannel color spaces. Example 4.13

shows [he use ofcalibraled CMYK process components. Example 4.14 shows the

use of Lab process componenls,

Example 4.1:

10 0 obj % Color space

[ /Devi<eN

[/Magenla ISpun [Yellow (Spoil!

allemareSpare

rintTmnslmn-r 1

<< 96 Anribures diuionary

(Subtype INChannel

[Process

<< lCalorSpace VlCCBased EMYKICprh‘Ie]

ICompnnems [/Cyan [Magenta [Yellow (Blackl

> >

[Colorants

<< ISpon [/Separarion lSpon chemoreSpuce limensfarmIl

ISpotZ l/Separation ISporz alfamateSpace lianransIarmJ]

>>

>>

1

endobj

Example A.”

10 0 obj
%Color space

[/DeviceN

l/L la lb ISpofl ISpOKZ]

alternarESpace

tianransform 1

<<
% Attributes dictionary

ISubrype lNChanneI

[Process

<< /ColorSpace [/Lab << MhitePoinl /Range >>]

[Componems [/L (a /b1

>>

lCanrams

<< /Spon [/Separariun ISpon alternareSpace rianmns/ormz]

lSme [/Separalion /Spol2 alremamSpare rimTranslorrrrJ]

>>

>>
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Example 4.15 shows the recommended convention for dealing with situations

where a spot colorant and a process color component have the same name. Since

the names array may not have duplicate names. the process colors should be given
different names. which are mapped lo process components in the Components

entry of the process dictionary, In this case, Red refers to a spot colorant;

ProcessRed, PracessGreen, and ProcessBlue are mapped to the components of an

RGB color space

Example 4.15

10 D Obj % Color space

l/DeviceN

[/ProcessRed [ProcessGreen lProcessBlue [Red]

ulternateSpace

IintTrarISfarm 1

<< % Amibures dictionary

(Subtype INChannel

Process

<< /Color5pace l llCCBased RGBJCCan/ile]

/Components [/ProcessRed /Pr0(e$55'een [ProcessBIue]

>>

ICnlorants

<< IRed [/Separanon lRed alternateSpace linmanslolmi] >>

>>

Example 4.16 shows the use ofa mixing hints dictionary.

Example us

10 0 obj %Colorspace

l/DeviceN

l/Magenta /Spot1 lYellaw /Spot2]

alternateSpace

rianmnslarrn 1

<<

ISublype /NChanne|

vaocess

<< /Co|or5pace [/lCCBased CMYKJCCpmfi/e]

IComponents [/Cyan (Magenta Nellow IBIacld

>>

IColorants

<< /Spot1 [/Separation /5pot1 alternateSpacetintTIanslormZ)

[SpotZ [/Separation (SpotZ alremateSpace tinITIanslormz]
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>>

lMixingHints

<<

ISoliditles

<< l$poll 1.0

ISpotz 0.0

>>

/DotGain

<< [Spot] function1

lSpotZ lunctionl

lMagenta Iuncu‘ani

/Ye|low lunctiomt

>>

lPrintlngOrder [/Magenta /Ye||ow /Spot1 lSpotZ]
>>

>>

See Section 7.6.2, “Spot Colors and Transparency,” for further discussion of the

role of DeviceN color spaces in the transparent imaging model.

Multitone Examples

The following examples illustrate various interesting and useful special cases of

the use of Indexed and DeviceN color spaces in combination to produce multi-

tone colors.

Examples 4.17 and 4.18 illustrate the use of DeviceN to create duotone color spac~

es. ln Example 417, an indexed color space maps index values in the range 0 to

255 to a duotone DeviceN space in cyan and black. In effect, the index values are

treated as if they were tints of the duotone space. which are then mapped into

tints of the two underlying colorants. Only the beginning of the lookup table

string for the Indexed color space is shown; the full table would contain 256 two-

byte entries, each specifying a tint value for cyan and black, for a total of 512

bytes. if the alternate color space of the DeviceN space is selected, the tint trans»

formation function (object 15 in the example) maps the two tint components for

cyan and black to the four components for a DeviceCMYK color space by supply-

ing zero values for the other two components. Example 4.18 shows the definition

of another duotone color space, this time using black and gold colorants (where

gold is a spot colorant) and using a CalRGB space as the alternate color space. This

could be defined in the same way as in the preceding example. with a tint trans-
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formation function that converts from the two tint components to colors in the

alternate CaIRGB color space.

Example 4.17

10 0 obj %Colorspace

[ flndexed

[ lDeviCeN

[/Cyan Islack]

lDeviceCMVK

15 0 R

]

255

(6605 5305 6907 6809 6COA ...>

]

endobj

15 0 obj WaTinttransformation function

<< IFunclionType 4

lDomain [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0]

/Range [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0]

/Lenglh 16

>>

stream

{0 0 3 ,1 roll)

endstream

endobj

Example 4.13

30 0 obj %Colorspace

( flndexed

I IDevicEN

[/Black lGold]

[ /CalRGB

<< MhitePoint [1.0 L0 1.0}

lGamma [2.2 22 2.2]

>>

35 O R % Tint transformation function

J

255

Lookup (able...

endobj
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Given a formula for converting any combination ofblack and gold tints to caliA
brated RGB, a 2»in, 3-out type 4 (PostScript calculator) function could be used for
the tint transformation. Alternatively, a type 0 (sampled) function could be used,
but this would require a large number ofsample points to represent the function

accurately; for example, sampling each input variable for 256 tint values between
0.0 and 1.0 would require 2562:65536 samples. But since the DevlceN color

space is being used as the base of an Indexed color space, there are actually only
256 possible combinations of black and gold tint values A more compact way to

represent this information is to put the alternate color values directly into the

lookup table alongside the Devi(eN color values, as in Example 4.19.

Example 4.19

it) 0 obj %Color space

I /Indexed

l. lDeviceN

[/Black /Gold [None (None /Nonel

l /Ca|RGB

<< [WhitePoint [1.0 L0 1.0]

/Garnma [2,2 22 2.2]

>>

I

20 0 R %flnt transformation function

1

255

Loakup table...

1

endob}

In this example, each entry in the lookup table has five components: two for the

black and gold colorants and three more (specified as None) for the equivalent
CaIRGB color components. If the black and gold colorants are available on the

output device, the None components are ignored; if black and gold are not

available, the tint transformation fiinction is used to convert a five-component
color into a three-component equivalent in the alternate CaiRGB color space.

But because, by construction, the third. fourth, and fifth components are the

CaIRGB components, the tint transformation function can merely discard the

first two components and return the last three. This can be easily expressed
with a type 4 (PostScript calculator) function, as shown in Example 4.20.
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Example 4.20

20 0 obj %Tmnransformafionfunnion

<< FunctionType 4

/Domain [00 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1,0 00 1.0 0.0 1.0]

mange [0,0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0]

/Length 27

>>

sneam

(5 3 roll pop pop)

endsxream

endobj

Example 4.21 uses an extension ofthe techniques described above to produce the

quadmne (four-component) image shown in Plane 7‘

Example ‘11

5 0 obj %lmage XObjeu

<< Hype IXObject

ISumype /lmage

/Width 288

/Height 285

/Color5pace 10 D R

lBitsPerComponem 8

lLenglh 105278

[Filter /ASCIIBSDecode

>>

stream

Data Iorgmysca/e image...

endstream

endobj

10 0 obj %lndexed color space for image

[ llndexed

15 0 R % Base color space

255 96 Table has 256 entries

30 0 R 96 Lookup table

endobj
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15 0 obj 96 Base color space (DeviceN) for Indexed space

[ /Devi(eN

[ mlack ‘16 Four colorants (black plus rhree spol colors)

IPANTONEDZON 6'20CVC

[PANTONEN20409HZOCVC

IPANTDNEfl202985l20CVC

(None % Three components for allernate space

/None

/Nor\e

1

16 o R %Altemate calorspace

20 0 R % Tlnl rransiormarion function

1

endobj

16 0 ob] 96 Allernare colorspace tar DeviceN space

I ICaIRGB

<< ANhilePoan [1.0 1,0 1.0] >>

]

endobi

20 0 obj %Tinr transformation [uncrion for DeviceN space

<< lFunctiorrType 4

/Domain [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0]

lRange [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0}

/Leugth 44

>>

stream

1 7 3 lo“ *Jusldiscard firstlourvalues

pop pop mm mm

)

endstream

endobj

30 0 obj %Lookup (able for Indexed color space

<< /Lenglh 1975

/F|Iler [/ASCIIBSDecode lFla!eDecode]

>>

stream

B;T1EBZ”M7'l'pSVBI1k\gV1T<D&lO]r'F7Hga'
Additionaldam (seven components lar each table entry)

endstream

endobj
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As in the preceding examples, an Indexed color space based on a DevieeN space is

used to paint the grayscale image shown on the left in the plate with four color

rants: black and three PANTONE spot colors. The alternate color space is a sim-

ple calibrated RGB. Thus, the DeviceN color space has seven components: the

four desired colorants plus the three components ofthe alternate space The ex»

ample shows the image XObject (see Section 4.8.4. “Image Dictionaries") repre»

senting the quadtone image, followed by the color space used to interpret the

image data. (See implementation note 49 in Appendix H.)

Overprint Control

The graphics state contains an overprintpammeter, controlled by the GP and op

entries in a graphics state parameter dictionary Overprint control is useful main»

ly on devices that produce true physical separations, but it is available on some

composite devices as well. Although the operation of this parameter is device-

dependent, it is described here rather than in the chapter on color rendering,
because it pertains to an aspect of painting in device color spaces that is impor-
tant to many applications.

Any painting operation marks some specific set of device colorants. depending
on the color space in which the painting takes place. In a Separation or DevieeN

color space, the colorants to be marked are specified explicitly; in a device or

CIE—based color space, they are implied by the process color model ofthe output
device (see Chapter 6). The overprint parameter is a boolean flag that determines

how painting operations affect colorants other than those explicitly or implicitly

specified by the current color space.

Ifthe overprint parameter is false (the default value), painting a color in any color

space causes the corresponding areas ofunspecified colorants to be erased (paint-
ed with a tint value of0.0). The effect is that the color at any position on the page

is whatever was painted there last, which is consistent with the normal painting
behavior of the opaque imaging model.

Ifthe overprint parameter is true and the output device supports overprinting, no

such erasing actions are performed; anything previously painted in other colo-

rants is left undisturbed. Consequently, the color at a given position on the page

may be a combined result of several painting operations in different colorants.

The effect produced by such overprinting is devicerdependent and is not defined

by the PDF language.
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Note: Not all devices support averprinting. Furthermore, many PosiScript printers
support it only when separations are being produced, and notfor composite output.
lfoverprinting is not supported, the value of the overprint parameter is ignored.

An additional graphics state parameter, the ovcrprint mode (PDF 1.3), affects the

interpretation ofa tint value of0.0 for a color component in a DeviceCMYK color

space when overprinting is enabled. This parameter is controlled by the 0PM

entry in a graphics state parameter dictionary; it has an effect only when the over-

print parameter is true, as described above.

When colors are specified in a DeviceCMYK color space and the native color space
of the output device is also DeviceCMVK, each of the source color components
controls the corresponding device colorant directly. Ordinarily. each source color

component value replaces the value previously painted for the corresponding de-

vice colorant, no matter what the new value is; this is the default behavior, speci-
lied by overprint mode 0.

When the overprint mode is 1 (also called nonzero overprim made), a tint value of

0.0 for a source color component leaves the corresponding component of the

previously painted color unchanged. The effect is equivalent to painting in a

DeviceN color space that includes only those components whose values are non-

zero. For example, ifthe overprint parameter is true and the overprint mode is 1,

the operation

0.2 0.3 0.0 1.0 k

is equivalent to

0.2 0.3 1.0 scn

in the color space shown in Example 4.22.

Example 4.22

10 0 obj %Coiorspace

l lDeviceN

[/Cyan (Magenta Islackl

IDeviceCMYK

15 0 R

endob]
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15 0 obj 9611M transformation function

<< lFunetionType 4

/Domain [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 L0]

[Range [0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 L0 0.0 1,0]

lLength 13

>>

stream

{0 exchl

endstream

endobj

Nonzero overprint mode applies only to painting operations that use the current

color in the graphics state when the current color space is DeviceCMYK (or is im-

plicitly converted to DeviceCMYK; see “Implicit Conversion of CIE-Based Color

Spaces“ on page 259). It does not apply to the painting of images or to any colors

that are the result ofa computation, such as those in a shading pattern or conver-

sions from some other color space It also does not apply ifthe device’s native col-

or space is not DevieeCMYK; in that case, source colors must be convened to the

device’s native color space, and all components participate in the conversion,

whatever their values (This is shown explicitly in the alternate color space and

tint transformation function ofthe DeviceN color space in Example 4,22,)

See Section 7.6.3. “Overprinting and Transparency," for further discussion ofthe

role ofoverprinting in the transparent imaging model.

Color Operators

Table 4.24 lists the PDF operators that control color spaces and color values. (Also

color-related is the graphics state operator ri, listed in Table 4.7 on page 219 and

discussed under “Rendering Intents" on page 260) Color operators may appear at

the page description level or inside text objects (see Figure 4,1 on page 197).
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TABLE 4.24 Color operators
 

OPERANDS

name

OPERATOR

CS

DESCRIPYION

(PDF 1.1) Set the current color space to use for stroking operations. The operand
name must be a name object. [flhe color space is one that can be specified by a

name and no additional pammeters (DevlceGray, DevILeRGB, DevlceCMVK. and

certain cases of Pattern). the name may be specified directly Otherwise. it must

be a name defined in the ColorSpace subdictionary ofthe current resource dic-

tionary (see Section 3.7.2, “Resource Dictionaries“); the associated Value is an

array describing the color space (see Section 4.5.2, “Color Space Families“).

Note: The names Devicefimy, DeviceRGB, DeviceCMVK. and Pattern always iden-

tify the carmponding color spaces directly; they never refer to resources in the

CalorSpace subdictianuryi

The CS operator also sets the current stroking color to its initial value, which de-

pends on the color space:

0 In a DevlceGray. DevlceRGB, CalGray, or CaIRGB color space, the initial color

has all components equal to 0.0.

I in a DevlceCMVK color space, the initial color is [0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0].

 o In a Lab or ICCBased color space. the i tial color has all components equal to

0.0 unless that falls outside Lhe intervals specified by the space‘s Range entry,

in which case the nearest valid value is substituted.

0 In an Indexed color space, the initial color value is O.

I In a Separation or DevlceN color space. the initial tint value is 1.0 for all coIo-

rants.

0 In a Pattern color space. the initial color is a pattern object that causes nothing

to be painted.

(PDF 11) Same as CS but used for nonstrokiug operations.

(PDF 1.1) Set the color to use for stroking operations in a device, ClE-based

(other than lCCBased). or Indexed color space. The number of operands re-

quired and their interpretation depends on the current stroking color space:

I For DeviceGray, CalGray, and Indexed color spaces. one operand is required

(n = 1).

c For DeviceRGB. CaIRGB, and Lab color spaces. three operands are required

(rt : 3).

0 For DeviceCMVK, four operands are required (rt = A).
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OPERANDS OPERATOR DESCRIPTION
 

"

SCN (PDFl.2) Same as 5C but also suppons Pattern, Separation, DeviceN, and

c ...c name SCN ICCBased color spaces.
n

 

lfthe current stroking color space is a Separation, DeviceN, or lCCBased color

space, the operands c‘ we" are numbers. The number ofoperands and their in-

terpretation depends on the color space.

lithe current stroking color space is o Pattern color space. name is the name of

an entry in the Pattern subdictionary of the current resource dictionary (see

Section 3 7 . “Resource Dictionaries"). For an uncolored tiling pattern

(PatternTyp 1 and Paianype : 2). c‘ .c" are component values specifying a

color in the pattern's underlying color space. For other types of patterns. these

operands must not be specified.

 

 

5: (PDF 1.!) Same as SC but used for nonstroking operations. 
c ( scn (PDF 1.2) Same as SCN but used for nonstrokjng operations.

.. . 50"
r, C” name

gray 6 Set the stroking color space to DeviceGray (or the DefaultGray color space; see

“Default Color Spaces” on page 257) and set the gray level to use for stroking op»

emiions. gray is a number between 0.0 (black) and 1.0 (white).

gray 9 Same as 6 but used for nonstroking operations.

r g b R6 Set the stroking color space to DevlceRGB (or the DefaultRGB color space: see

"Default Color Spaces" on page 257) and set the color to use for stroking opera-

tions. Each operand must be a number between 0.0 (minimum intensity) and 1.0

(maximum intensityi

r g b rg Same as RG but used for nonstroking operations.

c m y k K Set the stroking color space to DeviceCMYK (or the DefaultCMVK color space; see

“Default Color Spaces" on page 257) and set the color to use for stroking opera»

tions. Each operand must be a number between 0.0 (zero concentration) and 1.0

(maximum concentration). The behavior ofthis operator is affected by the over‘

print mode (see Section 45.6, “Overprint Control").

c m y k It Same as K but used for nonstroking operations.

Invoking operators that specify colors or other color-related parameters in the

graphics state is restricted in certain circumstances This restriction occurs when


